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GRADING SYSTEM
Mint .....................The item is in perfect condition

Near Mint .........Almost perfect, any imperfections will be extremely minor

Excellent ............The item will have had very careful use, with only small imperfections

Good ...................The item will have had more use, showing obvious imperfections

Fair ......................The item will have heavy signs of wear, showing major imperfections & may include repaints

Poor ....................The item will be in a very distressed condition, with many faults

Plus may be used if an item is better than its classification suggests
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Dolls & Teddy Bears 

2001. Newborn lifelike artist designed baby doll, handmade realistic sculpted polymer clay, closed eyes, auburn hair, cloth 
body, Excellent, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2002. Newborn lifelike artist designed baby doll, handmade realistic sculpted polymer clay, closed eyes, blonde hair (loose), 
cloth body, Good Plus to Excellent, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2003. Newborn lifelike artist designed baby doll, one-of-a-kind, handmade realistic sculpted in Cernit, blue eyes, auburn hair, 
cloth body (signed Anna Carter 1/1 2005 to the torso), Excellent, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2004. Newborn lifelike artist designed baby doll, handmade realistic sculpted polymer clay, incised to back of head 31/07 PB 
HUTI B, closed eyes, brunette hair, open mouth, cloth body, Excellent, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2005. Ilza dos Santos newborn lifelike artist designed black baby doll, handmade realistic sculpted polymer clay, incised to 
rear of head Ilza 900, brown eyes, black hair, cloth body, Good Plus to Excellent, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2006. Newborn lifelike artist designed baby doll, handmade realistic sculpted polymer clay, incised to back of head 
WILLEMIIN, brown eyes, brunette hair, cloth body, Good to Good Plus, 21"/53cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2007. Newborn lifelike artist designed baby doll, handmade realistic sculpted polymer clay, signed on the torso Ros Johnson, 
blue eyes, blonde hair, cloth body, chip to top lip, Good to Good Plus, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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2008. Collection of modern baby dolls, including three newborn lifelike artist designed baby dolls, handmade realistic sculpted 
polymer clay, plus other items: (1) incised to rear of head P Moulton 1/1 2002, brown eyes, brunette hair, cloth body, three toes 
missing from right foot, left hand has cracks / repairs to three fingers, 19"/48cm; (2) blue eyes, auburn hair, both arms broken at 
elbows, right lower leg missing, 21"/54cm; (3) brown eyes, brunette hair, damaged and repaired, 18"/46cm. Plus (4) small 
porcelain baby doll, left leg broken at hip; (5) pair of vinyl tummies for making newborn bodies; (6) Berenguer vinyl newborn 
baby, 14"/36cm; (7) porcelain baby doll, within vintage tinplate scales, 11"/28cm; Poor to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2009. Collection of four modern artist designed cloth dolls and a rabbit, includes: Flowerpot cloth doll, OOAK, by Fredeen, 
15"/38cm; plus others; Excellent to Near Mint; (5). 

 £20 - £30 

2010. Newborn lifelike artist designed baby doll, handmade realistic sculpted polymer clay, brown eyes, brunette hair, cloth 
body, Good to Good Plus, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2011. Pair of newborn lifelike silicone vinyl baby dolls, Good to Good Plus, 20"/51cm; (2). 

 £20 - £30 

2012. Kammer and Reinhardt / Simon and Halbig Bisque "Mein Lieblings Baby" character antique doll, German, 1914, 
impressed K * R Simon & Halbig 126 50, naughty blue eyes (these are flirty), open mouth, tremble tongue, blonde wig and pate, 
five piece curved limb composition body, 22"/56cm. NB "Naughty eyes allowed the dolls eyes to remain open even when laid 
flat, when the head is turned to the right a weighted pin prevents the eyes from closing, when turned to the left the pin releases 
and the eyes close changing from "Naughty" to "Good". Mechanism is present but the eyes do not lock into position. 

 £40 - £60 

2013. Pair of modern teddy bear wall plaques, etc: (1) Toys & Games My Teddy Bear wooden / resin teddy bear wall plaque, 
16"/41cm x 122/30cm; (2) the Toy shop Est 1897 tinplate sign, 122/30cm x 16"/41cm; (3) Dean's Rag Book Teddy Bears bag; 
Good to Good Plus; (3). 

 £10 - £20 

2014. Collection of four modern teddy bears, including artist designed: (1) HM Bears Sadie artist designed teddy bear, by Iris 
and Ches Chesney, beige sparse thread mohair, wearing lave dress and matching bonnet, with swing label certificate, 8"/20cm; 
(2) Ceelbeary Sushi artist designed panda bear, by Celia Newboult, pink and white mohair, with swing label certificate, 9"/23cm; 
(3) Golden mohair, German artist designed teddy bear, with wooden swing label- Handarbeit SR, 12.5"/32cm; (4) Gund Barton's 
Creek Collection My Name is Scratch & Sniff cat and kitten, LE 6000, designed by Marsha Friesen, with swing label, 11"/28cm; 
Good Plus to Excellent Plus; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

2015. Collection of plush teddy bears and animals, includes: Steiff My First Teddy Bear, yellow tag 663086, with swing label, 
10"/25cm; Russ Berrie Quigley; Russ Mohair Collection Quigley; Play By Play Scooby Doo; Boyds; TY Beanies; Augusta du 
Bay Peter Rabbit on wheels; Baby Dior; etc; Good to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

2016. Modern bisque dolls x four, etc: Modern reproduction bisque doll, side glancing intaglio blue eyes, moulded auburn 
hair, on five piece curved limb vintage composition body, 16.5"/42cm; three x modern artist designed bisque dolls, two are 
signed Victoria Shortle, average height 24"/61cm; together with a small quantity of doll's clothing, etc; Good Plus to Excellent 
Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 
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2017. Collection of fine quality children's clothing (mainly white / cream party and occasion wear), Christening robes, bonnets, 
baby dresses, etc. in silks, voile, tulle, Irish linen and other fabrics), suitable for large dolls, mainly new and unused (some with 
original swing tags), includes: Little People; Pex; Cinderella; Pretty Originals; Little Darlings; Cosebelle; Peque Ninos; Cenario; 
Collins & Hall; Plus some used doll's baby clothing, Christening robe, shoes, bedding, cushions, accessories, etc; within four 
large boxes; Good to Mint; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2018. My Primitive Dolls Remembrance artist designed primitive teddy bear, by Daria Sikora (Poland), cotton cloth (cloth is 
aged and painted), green and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, jointed limbs, black claw stitching, wearing red 
white and blue Union Jack one piece, carrying pillow-AT THE GOING DOWN OF THE SUN AND IN THE MORNING WE WILL 
REMEMBER THEM / NEVER IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN CONFLICT WAS SO MUCH OWED BY SO MANY TO SO FEW 
WINSTON CHURCHILL, Excellent, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2019. Edeltraut Hofmann (Germany) doll's wicker vintage-style pram, with swing label, 28"/71cm tall; wicker Moses basket, 
31"/79cm long; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

2020. Wendy Boston vintage golly, British, 1970s, remains of original label to left foot, printed facial features with eyebrows 
slanting upwards, slight discolouration to white mittens and spats, otherwise Good to Good Plus; 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2021. Merrythought vintage Lanky Joe golly, British, 1965-1966, stock no 359/1, label to sole of left foot, plastic disc eyes, felt 
applied mouth, plush hair, blue jacket, striped trousers and matching bow tie, blue felt tail coat and matching top hat, white 
"teeth" are rubbed, missing coat buttons, otherwise Good, 21"/53cm. NB: See The Magic of Merrythought by John Axe, 
illustration 126, page 125. 

 £40 - £50 

2022. Merrythought teddy bear, British, HM label to sole to right foot, blonde mohair, 10"/26cm; Triang vintage wooden high 
chair, transfer to front of seat, 16.25"/42cm tall; MIE hard plastic walking doll, British, 1950s, crack to front of face, 17"/43cm; 
Fair Plus to Excellent; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

2023. Chad Valley Chiltern vintage golly, 1967, with original swing label, in original Good plastic bag, Near Mint to Mint, 
17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2024. Collection of dolls and juvenalia, includes: (1) Unica Liberation of Belgium and Holland World War Two 1945-47 
Tommy Soldier Doll, made by Unica on the occasion of the Liberation (WW II); hence their name 'Liberation dolls', many dolls 
ended up all over the world this way, the soldiers took them home as souvenirs. NB: this figure was purchased by the vendor's 
grandfather for as a gift for her grandmother, after the war was over. (2) Composition vintage baby doll, with cloth body, Poor 
Plus, 13.5"/35cm. (3) Pair of leather antique children's hobnail boots, originally owned by the vendor's grandfather, Fair Plus. (4) 
Modern bisque doll, Fair Plus, 7.5"/19cm. (4). 

 £40 - £60 

2025. Collection of vintage hard plastic, vinyl and other dolls, clothing, etc: Pedigree hard plastic baby doll, boxed, label to 
foot of box 10SW/G, 9.5"/24cm; MIE hard plastic doll, auburn plaited hair, needs restringing, 12.5"/32cm; wooden rocking crib; 
MIE hard plastic doll, within plastic carry case, 8"/20cm; Wells Brimtoy clockwork hard plastic Fairy; Rosebud black hard plastic 
doll; Empire made hard plastic Kewpie dolls x three; Blinky Winky black tribal vinyl doll; Hasbro Dolly Darlings doll; Berenguer 
vinyl baby; etc; plus some doll's clothing (mixture of proprietary and home made); Poor to Good; (qty). 

 £60 - £80 
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2026. TY Beanie Babies x sixty-five, plus Teenie Beanies x fifteen, includes: bears, animals and Beanie Kids; some have 
tags detached (there is a quantity of loose tags), Excellent to Near Mint; (80). 

 £30 - £40 

2027. TY Beanie Babies x fifty-nine, includes: bears and animals; some have tags detached, Excellent to Near Mint; (59). 

 £25 - £35 

2028. TY Beanie Buddies x twenty-three, some with tags detached, Excellent to Near Mint; (23). 

 £10 - £20 

2029. Coca-Cola Beanies, includes: Coca-Cola British Collection, boxed; Coca-Cola Christmas Collection, boxed; Coca-Cola 
International Bean Bag Collection wooden wall display and contents; plus thirty-nine assorted Coca-Cola Beanies; Good to 
Excellent, within Fair to Good packaging; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2030. Collection of vintage toys: (1) Gabrielle Designs vintage Paddington Bear, wearing brown duffle coat, ochre felt hat, 
yellow size 5 Dunlop Wellington boots, with DARKEST PERU swing label, coat is faded and dusty overall, 18"/46cm; (2) Waldo 
Dachshund dog, Munich Olympic Games mascot, originally suedette- (surface has faded and worn away), 8"/20cm long; (3) 
Character Toys (USA) lamb, with cloth label to ear, artificial silk, fitted with Thorens musical key wound mechanism 
(sluggish- partially operative), Thorens metal button attached to key, 12"/30cm long; Fair Plus to Good; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

2031. Steiff collection of three modern issues, plus Enesco Peter Rabbit figures x four: (1) Steiff Amadeus 1904 replica teddy 
bear, yellow tag 026713, 2019, blonde mohair, with chest tag and swing label, 14"/36cm; (2) Steiff Ringel-Fuchs, yellow tag 
089107, cinnamon, beige and white plush, with card tag and swing label, 5.5"/14cm; (3) Steiff Club annual gift teddy bear 2016, 
EAN 421372, blonde tipped mohair miniature, with certificate, 4"/10cm; (4) - (7) Border Fine Arts Studio / Enesco Peter Rabbit 
resin miniature figures (some with damage and require repair); Poor to Excellent Plus; (7). 

 £50 - £60 

2032. Steiff vintage Fawn, German, yellow tag Art No 6517,0, button, white cloth label to right front leg Made in US-Zone 
Germany, 1947-1939, blonde plush wool / cotton (up to 1939), with brown airbrushing, black glass eyes, black nose stitching, 
Good Plus to Excellent; 6.75"/17cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2033. Steiff vintage Lulac floppy rabbit, German, yellow tag Art No 7343,1, button, 1952-1958, chest tag (creased and faded) 
reverse is printed MOTTENECHT DURCH EULAN BAYER LEVERKUSEN (moth proof), white glass eyes with black painted 
pupil, pink stitched nose, felt lined open mouth, caramel mohair (faded), inoperative press squeaker, Good, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2034. Steiff vintage pair of animals: (1) Snucki mountain sheep, German, yellow tag Art No 1317,00, button, 1959-1964, 
chest tag, cream mohair with dark coloured airbrushed dorsal stripe, green and black glass eyes, pink embroidered nose and 
mouth, black felt ears, felt horns, black velveteen face, lower legs and tail, 6.75"/17cm; (2) Lamby lamb, German, yellow tag Art 
No 6514,04, button, 1959-1964, lambs wool plush, green and black plastic eyes, red stitched nose and mouth, felt ears, silk 
ribbon with bell, 5.5"/14cm; Good Plus to Excellent; (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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2035. Steiff vintage pair of birds: (1) Peggy penguin, German, yellow tag Art No 4310,07, 1959-1964, button, chest tag, 
mohair, brown and black glass eyes, felt beak and feet, 4"/10cm; (2) Gans goose, yellow tag (missing) Art No 6312, missing 
button, with chest tag, white mohair, black glass eyes, felt beak and feet, 5.5"/14cm; Good to Excellent; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

2036. Steiff vintage Lama, German, yellow tag Art No 1317.00, button, chest tag, mohair airbrushed brown spots, felt face, 
brown and black plastic eyes, felt ears and lower legs, Good Plus to Excellent, 6.75"/17cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2037. Cameo Bears Cliff Richard Bears Boris, designed by Susan Johnson, beige short pile mohair, with certificate, swing 
label, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm; plus a collection of twenty-one Colour Box miniature resin teddy bears and one 
cat, by Peter Fagen, mainly Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Fair to Good boxes; (23). 

 £10 - £20 

2038. Collection of vintage hard plastic, composition and cloth costume dolls, includes: Trachten-Puppen; HP Costume Dolls; 
oriental composition doll; doll's suitcase; etc; Fair to Excellent, some with original tags; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2039. Dam Things Trolls Good Luck figures, manufactured under licence by Plastech Ltd, London, each with heavy plastic 
body, soft Icelandic sheep wool hair and glass eyes, clothing and accessories, early 1960s; includes five x figures, each marked 
to feet Reg Des UK No 904395 & Others, 3"/7.5cm; horse (unmarked); cow, marked to foot DESIGN DAM and C DAM THINGS 
EST 1964; four x pencil toppers, 1.5"/4cm; assorted clothing- Chef, Clown, etc, shoes and accessories; tiny hard plastic troll 
with woollen hair; three Passports (each with some ink inscriptions); Fair to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £40 - £60 

2040. Collection of vintage teddy bears and more modern plush bears and bisque dolls, etc: (1) German vintage blonde 
mohair teddy bear, 1950s / 1960s, amber and black plastic eyes- both glued into position, inset short pile muzzle, fully jointed 
short pile mohair pads, excelsior stuffed, stuffing has shifted within arms, hole to right leg, mohair has wear overall, 22"/56cm; 
(2) Pedigree large white mohair vintage teddy bear, 1960s / 1970s, label to neck, amber and black plastic eyes seated upon felt 
backing discs, pink vertically stitched nose, jointed at shoulders, red brushed nylon pads, cream claw stitching, stuffing shifted 
at ankles, 33"/84cm; (3) British black and white artificial silk panda, label to side seam, bald in places, 15"/38cm; (4) golden and 
cream artificial silk plush teddy bear, 1950s / 1960s, remains of label to rear seam, amber and black glass eyes, black vertically 
stitched nose open velveteen mouth, fully jointed, velveteen pads, missing right ear, 13"/33cm; (5) Another Tamerella Toy plush 
owl, label to base, 12"/30cm; plus other more modern toys- Disney Store Winnie the Pooh, pair of musical plush racoons 
(inoperative), pair of modern bisque dolls; etc; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2041. Collection of dolls and plush toys, includes: pair of vintage Dam Trolls, 3"/8cm; Palitoy Baby Annabelle; MGA Bratz 
doll; Tiny Tears; Anne Wilkinson pair of Bisto Kid cloth dolls; vinyl faced dolly blue plush nightdress case; Noddy; Giorgio 
Beverley Hills teddy bear; very large green plush dinosaur; etc; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

2042. Collection of vintage national costume dolls and souvenirs, includes: celluloid clockwork Tanzpuppe doll, clockwork, 
boxed, 7.5"/19cm; Pedigree black rubber doll, dressed as native; 10"/26cm; Luvme (New Zealand) light brown mohair Kiwi bird, 
label to rear seam, amber and black plastic safety eyes, rubber beak and feet, 9"/23cm; plus others (many are still boxed); Fair 
Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 
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2043. Ideal and Tyco four vintage boxed dolls: (1) & (2) Pretty and Me, box is sealed; (2) Pretty and Me, box carefully 
opened; (3) Tyco California Roller Baby, would benefit from cleaning, box is torn; unchecked for completeness, Excellent to 
Mint, within Fair to Excellent boxes; (4). 

 £20 - £40 

2044. Steiff Asian Happiness apricot mohair bear, 1996, white tag 659874, LE 3000 for South East Asia, Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint, complete with ceramic medallion, certificate, still retained within Good box, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2045. Pedigree Sindy and Palitoy Tressy, vintage dolls and clothing, etc, includes: Pedigree auburn Sindy doll, straight leg; 
Palitoy blonde Tressy doll, head is "sticky". Outfits include Pedigree Sindy: Duffle Coat; Summery Days; Shopping-In-The-Rain; 
Skating Girl; Sleepy-Time; Cape; Leather Looker; Hair Switch; Lunch Date; plus some oddments and Tressy clothing; Fair Plus 
to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £60 - £80 

2046. Collection of MGA Bratz dolls, Ponyz, etc; Disney Pixar cars x two; Girl Tech Password Puppies hand held game; Fair 
to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2047. Collection of miniature plush teddy bears and resin ornaments, etc, includes: Gund Barton's Creek Rose, Ladybug and 
Flakes miniature plush teddy bears, with swing labels, boxed, 1.75"/4.5cm- 3.25"/8.5cm; plus Cherished Teddies; Euro Play 
Opa Putzi; Colour Box Peter Fagan; Beswick Bears; Leonardo Collection; etc; Fair Plus to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £15 - £25 

2048. Composition vintage walking doll, European, 1950s, auburn hair, brown weighted eyes, wearing original-type all in one 
undergarment, plus hand made green and white cotton smocked dress, Good Plus to Excellent, 29"/74cm. 

 £20 - £30 

2049. Mattel Barbie and Pedigree Sindy accessories, plus modern bisque dolls, etc: Mattel Barbie  
Travellin' House, #15427, boxed; Mattel Barbie Picnic Van, #13185, boxed; Jakks Pacific Kylie Silvanemesis poseable figure, 
boxed; Pedigree Sindy Moped, loose; Meerkat Movies Batman vs Superman Sergei, boxed; Mattel Disney Once Upon a Time 
The Lion King and Snow White mini play sets, loose; modern bisque dolls, etc; unchecked for completeness, Fair Plus to 
Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2050. Steiff teddy bear 1925 replica, white tag 408748, LE 1925, violet tipped mohair, with chest tag and certificate, Good 
Plus to Excellent, MISSING box, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2051. Steiff Mr Java Sarong bear FACTORY OVER-RUN*, Exclusive for Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore, white tag 
676178 (as stated on swing label), blank button* (factory over-run) within ear and no cloth tag, LE 1500, cinnamon mohair, NOT 
ISSUED WITH certificate OR box, Good Plus to Excellent, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2052. Steiff Edelweiss teddy bear, German, Austrian and Swiss exclusive, 2000, LE 1500, dark green mohair, white tag 
660139, complete with certificate, MISSING box, Good Plus to Excellent, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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2053. Steiff Silberdistel teddy bear, German, Austrian and Swiss exclusive, white tag 660849, 2003, LE 2000, caramel 
mohair, Good Plus to Excellent, with certificate, MISSING box, 13.25"/34cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2054. Armand Marseille bisque socket head antique doll, German, c 1894, impressed 1894 AM DEP 4 1/2, fixed blue eyes, 
open mouth, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, wearing red glazed cotton dress, cotton undergarments, 
firing line / hairline to rear of head (under wig rim- glaze runs over the top of the defect), 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2055. Robertson's Golly Band chalk figures x fourteen: (1) & (2) singer; (3) & (4) saxophone player; (5) - (7) guitarist; (8) 
double bass player; (9) & (10) trombone player; (11) & (12) accordion player; (13) & (14) drummer; Fair to Good Plus; (14). 

 £30 - £50 

2056. Robertson's Golly Footballer plastic and chalk figures (mixture): 1, 2, 3, 4 x two, 5, 6, 8 x two, 9, 10, 11 x two. Plus 
Robertson's Silver Shred Marmalade pencils x nine. Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

2057. Hard plastic vintage dolls, collection, including: Pedigree Delite auburn walking doll, head is wobbly/loose, boxed, 
16"/41cm; plus other smaller dolls- Rosebud, Pedigree, Hong Kong plastic, celluloid, Tudor Rose, etc. Also some clothing and 
accessories- Faerie Glen, Amanda Jane, EMPTY BOX ONLY for Rosebud doll; etc. Poor Plus to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £40 - £60 

2058. Pedigree Sindy and Paul pair of vintage early 1960s dolls: (1) Sindy, blonde hair, straight leg; (2) Paul, moulded hair; 
both with stands, Good to Good Plus. Clothing is mainly hand-made- includes pair of stockings and 2 x pairs of shoes (painted), 
Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £40 - £60 

2059. Trendon Sasha doll, British, 1970s, blonde, green dress, dark brown stringing, MISSING sock, two hair plugs missing 
at front, otherwise Good to Good Plus. 

 £80 - £100 

2060. Charlie Bears Once Upon a Time 5th Anniversary Collection 2011, set of four teddy bears (in celebration of some of 
the first bears designed during 2006- these bears are now very popular and consequently hard to find), each of the bears has 
been slightly re-worked in a different size and fabric to the originals, and different golden bottom tags, LE 2764/6000 (with 
certificate of authenticity, SIGNED by Charlie): (1) Anniversary Thomas, CB 114884, designed by Heather Lyell, light brown 
plush; (2) Anniversary Edward, CB 114885, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown and black plush; (3) Anniversary Jack, CB 
114883A, designed by Heather Lyell, brown plush; (4) Anniversary Daniel, CB 114886, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown plush; 
each with swing label certificate; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; 15"/38cm; each with carry bag; (4). 

 £80 - £100 

2061. Charlie Bears Simon panda bear, CB 193941B, 2009 - 2012, LE 3000, Gorgeous Giggler open mouthed bear, 
designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown and cream plush, with swing label, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
19.5"/50cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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2062. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Charlie 2012 Year Bear, Hug No 4, CB 124921, LE 6000, Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear 
is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), grey with lighter tip plush and grey mohair, with swing 
label certificate (creases and edges dinged), 16"/41cm; (2) Charlie 2013 Hug No 5, CB 131376, LE 4000, Plumo bear ("Plumo" 
means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), dark grey and beige with brown and 
cream flecked tipped plush and light brown mohair, with swing labels, 20"/51cm; carry bags, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

2063. Charlie Bears William 1, CB 083830, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2008, LE 1600, first in the series (he was so well loved, 
that it was decided to produce a William Bear each year), brown plush with darker tip, with swing label and carry bag, Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint; 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2064. Charlie Bears William II Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face and ears is mohair), CB 094040, 2009, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey with light grey tip plush and grey mohair, 
with swing label certificate (a little creased), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, carry bag, 21"/53cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2065. Charlie Bears William III Plumo teddy bear, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face and ears is mohair), CB 104040C, LE 4000, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown with cinnamon and pale brown tip plush, 
violet mohair muzzle and inner ears, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with tags, carry bag, 20"/50.5cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2066. Charlie Bears William IV Plumo teddy bear, CB 114040B, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the 
detail on his face and ears is mohair), LE 4000, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with cream tip plush and brown mohair, with 
swing label certificate, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2067. Charlie Bears William V Plumo teddy bear, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face and ears is mohair), CB124953A, LE 51/4000, 2012-2013, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with golden tip plush and 
beige with golden tip mohair, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with swing label certificate (signed by Charlie and Will), carry bag, 
19.5"/50cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2068. Anniversary William mink plush teddy bear, 2015/2016, CB 151681, to celebrate Charlie Bears 10th anniversary, one 
of the ten different anniversary bears, William was not revealed until the end of 2015, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2069. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Charlie 2010 Year Bear, Hug No 2, CB 104041, Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is 
part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), beige plush and mohair, with swing label certificates, 
carry bag, 16"/41cm; (2) Charlie 2014 Year Bear Hug No 6 Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part 
plush- the detail on his face is mohair), produced for the year 2014, LE 4000, CB 141485, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and 
blonde long pile plush and blonde and grey mohair muzzle and inner ears, complete with swing label certificates, carry bag, 
14"/36cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint, (2). 

 £40 - £50 

2070. Charlie Bears 2009 Year Bear, Hug No 1, CB 091111, 2009, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown plush, with swing 
label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, carry bag, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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2071. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Charlie 2015 Year Bear, Hug No 7, CB 151519, 2015-2016, LE 4000, grey plush with black and 
white stripe, with swing label certificate, carry bag, 17"/43cm; (2) Charlie 2017 Year Plumo panda bear ("Plumo" means this 
bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face is mohair), LE 4000, CB 171713, Hug No 9, golden with black and 
cream tipping and cream mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, 16"/40cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2072. Charlie Bears Farthing teddy bear, 2012 Great British Bear Trail Special Signing Event Bear, CB 125147B, 2012, LE 
1000, designed by Isabelle Lee, caramel long pile plush, with swing labels (signed by Charlie (to Beryl...), and carry bag, 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2073. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Charlie Bears Raffles teddy bear, CB131387, 2013-2015, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
QVC exclusive, blue and dark blue plush, with swing labels, 12"/30cm; (2) Charlie Bears Olive panda bear, CB151521A, 
2015-2016, LE 4300, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige and pale green/brown/dark brown plush, with swing label, 12"/30cm; both 
have carry bags, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2074. Charlie Bears Ava teddy bear, CB 194394, 2009 - 2012, LE 1800, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, blonde with 
brown tip plush, with swing labels (residue of self adhesive label), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with carry bag, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2075. Charlie Bears Nancy panda bear, CB 614837B, 2011-2012, LE 2800, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale 
blue and white long pile plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £35 - £45 

2076. Charlie Bears Mandy teddy bear, CB 614837A, 2011-2014, LE 3800, designed by Isabelle Lee, pink and white long 
pile plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2077. Charlie Bears Tiffy panda bear, CB 604686, 2010 - 2011, LE 1600, QVC Exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee and 
Charlie, blue and white plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £35 - £45 

2078. Charlie Bears Donnie teddy bear, CB 614893, 2011-2013, LE 2500, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown with 
cream tip and beige long pile plush, with swing labels (signed by Charlie), carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; 21"/53cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2079. Charlie Bears Bumble, one of the largest teddy bears produced by Charlie Bears, CB 124977, 2012-2014, LE 900, 
QVC exclusive, from the 2012 Secret Collection, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown with light brown tip, and brown / 
grey, brown with black tip plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 26"/66cm. 

 £100 - £140 

2080. Charlie Bears Dorothy teddy bear, CB 604814, 2010-2013, LE 2185, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey with 
darker grey tip and beige plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with carry bag, 22"/56cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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2081. Charlie Bears Chumley teddy bear, CB 604764, 2010 - 2012, LE 1350, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey 
plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with carry bag, 36"/91cm. 

 £60 - £80 

2082. Charlie Bears Cuckoo Isabelle Collection Minimo pixie, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2017, LE 625/1200, beige mohair, 
swing label certificate, canvas bag, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 6.5"/16cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2083. Three modern issue teddy bears: (1) & (2) Alison's Handmade Teddy Bears, pair of artist designed bears, by Alison 
Purvis- Jacob, OOAK, beige and cream long pile mohair, black plastic eyes, shaven muzzle, black nose stitching, fully wobble 
jointed, velveteen pads, black claw stitching, 9"/23cm and Patches, OOAK, cream and brown real fur, black plastic eyes, 
shaven muzzle, black nose stitching, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, 10"/25cm, with swing label certificates. (3) Merrythought 
light brown plush teddy bear, 9.5"/24cm. Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (3). 

 £25 - £35 

2084. Steiff Centenary bear, white tag 670985, LE to year- 2002, dark blonde wavy mohair teddy bear, wearing navy shot silk 
ribbon embroidered with metallic gold stitching, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus box, outer trade 
carton, 17.25"/44cm. 

 £60 - £80 

2085. Steiff Queen Mother Bear, exclusive to the Guild of Specialist Glass and China Retailers, 2002, white tag 660887, LE 
2002, rose mohair, Wedgwood Pendant to neck, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus box, outer trade 
carton, 15"/38cm. 

 £50 - £60 

2086. Steiff Christmas 2009 teddy bear, white tag 036002, LE to the year, cream alpaca, wearing Christmas jumper, Near 
Mint to Mint, with certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus box, outer trade carton, 9.75"/25cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2087. Steiff QVC Year Bear 2011, white tag 663895, LE 1500, white mohair, with swing label, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 
within Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, outer trade carton, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2088. Steiff Danbury Mint William and Catherine The Royal Wedding teddy bear, white tag 662713, LE to the year 2011, 
blonde mohair, the names William and Catherine are embroidered to the sole of each foot, with medallion, swing label, 
drawstring carry bag, with certificate, Near Mint to Mint, outer trade carton, 9.75"/25cm. 

 £50 - £60 

2089. Steiff Irish Teddy Bear, UK and Ireland Exclusive, reddish brown mohair, white tag 660702, LE 2000, 2002, Near Mint 
to Mint, with certificate, within Near Mint box, outer trade carton, 14"/35cm. 

 £50 - £60 

2090. Steiff British Collectors' 2005 teddy bear, golden apricot mohair, UK Exclusive, white tag 661969, LE 4000, Near Mint 
to Mint, complete with chest tag and certificate, within Excellent to Excellent Plus box, outer trade carton, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2091. Steiff British Collectors' 2002, replica 1908, honey golden mohair teddy bear, white tag 660726, LE 4000, chest tag, 
with certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Excellent box, with outer trade carton, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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2092. Steiff British Collectors' reddish brown mohair teddy bear, white tag 663246, wearing engraved Steiff name plate on 
dark green leather collar, LE 3000, 2009, chest tag, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, outer 
trade carton, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2093. Charlie Bears Wurve You and Snuggle, pair of QVC Exclusive teddy bears, LE 4459/6000, CB 1104663 and CB 
1104664, 2010, co-designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie: (1) Snuggle- light brown with dark brown tip plush, 16"/41cm; (2) 
Wurve You- blonde with dark brown tip plush, 11"/28cm; both with swing label certificate, with carry bags, trade carton, Near 
Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

2094. Charlie Bears Adam, CB194557, LE 2500, 2009-2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, blonde / brown plush, with swing 
labels, carry bag, trade carton, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/35.5cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2095. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Zoe teddy bear, QVC Exclusive, CB 093930, 2009-2010, LE 3000, light brown with frosted tip 
plush, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, with swing labels, carry bag, trade carton, 12"/30cm; (2) Molino teddy bear, CB 
141436, QVC exclusive from 2014, LE 1000, designed by Isabelle Lee, variegated apricot, cinnamon and black plush, with 
swing label, carry bag, trade carton, 13"/33cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2096. Charlie Bears 2010 Year Bear, Hug No 2, CB 104041, Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and 
part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), beige plush and mohair, with swing label certificates, carry bag, Near Mint 
to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2097. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Pumpkin teddy bear, SJ 4362, LE 447/200, Show Special 2009 (only available to 
stockists who attended the trade show at the NEC in February 2009), designed by Isabelle Lee, brown mohair, with swing label 
certificate, carry bag, trade carton, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £200 - £300 

2098. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Anniversary Lewis panda bear, 2015, CB 151565, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, cream 
and white with grey tip plush, with swing label, carry bag, 12"/30cm; (2) Anniversary Anna panda bear, CB 151561, 2015, LE 
5000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, light brown with beige tip and blonde with dark brown tip plush, with swing label, 
carry bag, trade carton, 12"/30cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2099. Charlie Bears Difor terrier dog (called Difor by Will- as in D for Dog), 2013, CB 631237, LE 600, designed by Heather 
Lyell, grey and light grey long pile plush, with swing labels and carry bag, trade carton, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2100. Charlie Bears Anniversary Carol teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, from the "Secret Collection 2015" (QVC 
Exclusive), CB 151562, LE 5000, white plush with silver glitter thread, black bead eyes, brown stitched nose, wearing pink 
patched corduroy scarf, with swing label, carry bag, trade carton, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2101. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Irish Santa Bear, LE 208/500, dark golden wavy mohair, open mouth with 
felt tongue, dressed in the style of an Irish Santa, with swing label certificate, 14"/35cm; (2) Knutschi replica teddy bear (Martin's 
Birthday Bear 1963-2003), LE 114/200, blonde mohair with brown tip, with swing label certificate and Knutschi certificate within 
envelope, 15"/38cm; with trade cartons, Near Mint to Mint, (2). 

 £50 - £60 
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2102. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Compton & Woodhouse Princess Diana Queen of Hearts, LE 392/2450, 
cream mohair, with musical movement playing "Candle in the Wind", with swing label certificate and separate Compton & 
Woodhouse certificate, 15"/38cm; (2) The Golden Musical Bear, LE 620, golden mohair, with musical movement playing Let Me 
Be Your Teddy Bear, with his swing label certificate and Golden Book certificate, 14"/36cm; with trade cartons, Near Mint to 
Mint; (2). 

 £50 - £70 

2103. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Leaving Home, LE 57/500, brown mohair, with swing label certificate, 
12"/30cm; (2) Aunt Johanna, LE 99/100, with swing label certificate, trade carton, 13"/33cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2104. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Summer Sunshine, LE 119/2000, pale yellow mohair, with swing label 
certificate, trade carton, 13"/33cm; (2) Summer Girl, LE 33/500, pale yellow mohair, with swing label certificate, trade carton, 
13"/33cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2105. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Happy New Year 2000, LE 278/2000, white mohair, swing label certificate 
and trade carton, 12"/30cm; (2) Egypta Music Bear, LE 321/500, beige curly mohair, musical movement plays Verdi's 
Triumphmarch from Aida, with swing label certificate, 14"/36cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2106. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Mr Hermann, LE 659/1000, golden mohair with brown backing, with swing 
label certificate, trade carton, 18"/46cm; (2) My First with Collector's Guide, golden mohair with cinnamon tip, swing label 
certificate, 13"/33cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2107. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of panda bears: (1) XX-One Bear, LE 565/1000, dark brown and beige mohair, with swing 
label certificate, 14.5"/37cm; (2) Panda Bear Mama Mia, LE 115/250, black and white mohair, with swing label certificate, 
11"/28cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2108. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Mother's Day Bear, LE 40/500, pink mohair, with swing label certificate, 
13"/33cm; (2) Lotus Flower, LE 239/250, pink mohair, with swing label certificate, 13"/33cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2109. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Feng Shui Bear, LE 299/1000, cream mohair, with swing label certificate, 
15"/38cm; (2) Wellness Bear Rose Quartz, LE 17/500, rose mohair, swing label certificate, 10"/26cm; Excellent to Near Mint; 
(2). 

 £40 - £60 

2110. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Apples and Nuts Bear, LE 62/1000, golden mohair, with swing label 
certificate, 13"/33cm; (2) Teatime Bear, LE 227/500, golden mohair, with swing label certificate, 14"/36cm; Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2111. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Little Rising Sun, LE 14/24, yellow mohair, musical movement plays 
Amazing Grace, with swing label certificate, trade carton, 13"/33cm; (2) Teddy Butterfly, LE 187/250, violet mohair, swing label 
certificate, 13"/33cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £50 - £70 
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2112. Hermann-Spielwaren three teddy bears: (1) Teddy Bear in Paradise, LE 317/1000, blonde mohair, 10"/26cm; (2) Irish 
Bear, LE 110/1000, white mohair, 122/30cm; (3) Toy Fairs Special Edition 2001, LE 18/30, cinnamon mohair, 12"/30cm; each 
with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

2113. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Chimney Sweep Good Luck, LE 309/1000, blonde mohair, with swing 
label certificate, 11.5"/29cm; (2) German Artist Bear Biggi Netzel Baby Waldemar, LE 104/500, brown mohair, swing label 
certificate, 11"/28cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2114. Hermann-Spielwaren five x Club teddy bears, all are #31, with swing label certificates: (1) Little Starlight, 10th in the 
series, 2018, blue plush; (2) The Queen's 90th Birthday UK Club Bear, 2016, blue plush; (3) Queen's Diamond Jubilee UK Club 
Bear, 2011/12, grey plush; (4) Sherlock Holmes, 2013, white plush; (5) Little Magic of Flowers, 11th in the series, 2019;  
Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 9"/23cm; (5). 

 £50 - £60 

2115. Hermann-Spielwaren four x Club teddy bears, all are #31, with swing label certificates: (1) King Henry VIII UK Club 
Bear, 2010/2011, brown mohair; (2) Little Victorian Bear, 9th in the series, 2017, yellow plush; (3) William Shakespeare UK 
Club Bear, 2014, brown plush; (4) Lady Hamilton, 2009/2010, cream plush; Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 9"/23cm; (4). 

 £40 - £50 

2116. Hermann-Spielwaren miniature teddy bears and pin bears x seven: (1) Oktoberfest Pin Bear, production limited to the 
year 2000, brown mohair; (2) Annual Christmas Pin Bear 2000, production limited to the year 2000, blonde mohair; (3) 
Millennium Pin Bear Happy New Year 2000, cream mohair; (4) Taurus Pin Bear, production limited to the year 2001, cream 
mohair; (5) Centennial Pin Bear, for the 100th Birthday of the teddy bear, production close 31.12.2002, golden mohair, boxed; 
(6) Ornament Centennial Bear, LE 35/500, golden mohair, boxed; (7) Pillux miniature panda bear, LE 254/500, black and white 
mohair; smallest 4"/10cm and largest 4.75"/12cm; each with swing label certificate / certificate; Near Mint to Mint; (7). 

 £60 - £70 

2117. Giorgio Beverly Hills collection of teddy bears x eighteen: 1996; 1997; 1998; Millennium; 2000; 2002; 2003; 2004; 
2006; 2007; 2008; 2009; 2011; 2012; 20th Anniversary; small collector's bear; Polo Bear; bear wearing waistcoat and bow tie; 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint, some in original Fair to Good packaging; (18). 

 £50 - £60 

2118. Collection of plush teddy bears: (1) Gund Classic Winnie the Pooh, with swing label, 13"/33cm; (2) Gund Gundy 1996 
Collector's Bear, golden plush, boxed; (3) Ralph Lauren Polo Bear 2000, with swing label; (4) Original Brown Bear, boxed 
(some ink notation on swing label); Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Fair to Good packaging; (4). 

 £10 - £20 

2119. Pair of limited edition teddy bears: (1) Dean's Rag Book Old Father Time teddy bear, LE 4950, grey mohair, with swing 
label certificate, box, outer trade carton, 14"/36cm; (2) Hermann Teddy Original Wenzel, LE 201/800, dark brown mohair, with 
swing label certificate, 11.5"/29cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £35 - £45 

2120. Hasbro Tiger Electronics Interactive ET The Extra-Terrestrial, Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Good Plus box. 

 £30 - £40 
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2121. Tiger Electronics three Furbys: (1) Furby for President, Special Limited edition, with certificate and badge; (2) & (3) 
Two other Furbys; all untested; Good to Excellent, Fair Plus to Good boxes; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

2122. Charlie Bears Savoury Pudding panda bear, CB 625096, 2012 - 2014, LE 3600, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and 
cinnamon long pile plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2123. Steiff Jane teddy bear, white tag 034992, from The Paradise Jungle Collection, LE 1500, 2013, light beige alpaca, 
wearing brown snakeskin print dress, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label, certificate and Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, 
9.5"/24cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2124. Steiff British Collector's 2011 teddy bear, white tag 663901, LE 2000, black mohair, with chest tag, certificate, Near 
Mint to Mint, in Near Mint box, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2125. Steiff Appolonia Margarete teddy bear, white tag 038136, LE to the year 2004/05, beige sparse mohair, with swing 
label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Near Mint to Mint generic box, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2126. Steiff Classic panda bear, yellow tag 030512, with chest tag, swing label, Near Mint to Mint, within Near Mint to Mint 
generic box, 26cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2127. Steiff Teddy Bear Santa Claus, white tag 036163, LE 1500, 2009, golden mohair, dressed in red velvet santa suit, with 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, 9"/23cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2128. Steiff Classic teddy bear, yellow tag 028816, golden mohair, with chest tag, swing label, Near Mint to Mint, within 
Excellent Plus generic box, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2129. Steiff four plush teddy bears: (1) Charly, yellow tag 012914, brown plush, with chest tag and swing label, 12"/30cm; (2) 
Original Teddy Bear, yellow tag 022760, blonde plush, with chest tag, swing label (detached but present), 10.25"/26cm; (3) 
Moritz Panda Bear, yellow tag 013232, blonde and golden plush, with chest tag and swing label, 12"/30cm; (4) Original Cosy 
Friends white plush bear, yellow tag 020216, chest tag, swing labels, 13.75"/35cm; plus a generic Steiff box; Near Mint to Mint; 
(4). 

 £30 - £40 

2130. Steiff Paddington Bear, yellow tag 690204, with swing label, brown plush, sealed within original factory plastic, Mint, 
within Near Mint to Mint generic Steiff box, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2131. Steiff four plush teddy bears: (1) Petsy, yellow tag 012440, caramel and cream plush, with chest tag and swing label, 
13.5"/35cm; (2) 2017 Cosy Year Teddy Bear, yellow tag 690037, brown plush, with swing label, 13.25"/34cm; (3) Clara Teddy 
Bear, yellow tag 109997, blonde plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, within Near Mint to Mint generic Steiff box, 
12"/30cm; (4) Princess Lotte Teddy Bear, yellow tag 672811, cream plush, with chest tag and swing label, within suitcase, Near 
Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm; (4). 

 £30 - £50 
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2132. Steiff Pooh Bear 50th Anniversary teddy bear, Disney character based on the works by AA Milne and EH Shepherd, 
white tag 683213, LE 500, 2017, blonde mohair, with swing label and certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Good Plus 
box, 16.5"/42cm. 

 £150 - £260 

2133. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Aphrodite teddy bear, 2013, SJ 5247, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 1/150, pink 
alpaca, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate, 11.5"/29cm. NB: chance to acquire RARE NO 1. 

 £150 - £200 

2134. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Cupid teddy bear, 2013, SJ 3908, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 11/200, cream alpaca 
with brown tip, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with swing label certificate, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £140 - £160 

2135. Charlie Bears three keyring miniature plush teddy bears and a mouse, includes: Keyring Jersey, Keyring Plaid, Keyring 
Cheesecloth and Keyring Daniel; all with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

2136. Charlie Bears two Bag Buddy miniature plush teddy bears, two pandas and a monkey, includes: Finn; Tiny; Lou; JoBo 
and Mina; all with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (5). 

 £40 - £50 

2137. Charlie Bears two Bag Buddy miniature plush teddy bears, two pandas and a mouse, includes: Boo; BiBi; Mo; Chi and 
Alf; all with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (5). 

 £40 - £50 

2138. Charlie Bears Moonbeam bear, Isabelle Minimo Collection (part of the Wildlife Collection- comprising set of four), 
designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 419/2000, black and beige mohair, Near Mint to Mint with swing label certificate, 6"/15cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2139. Charlie Bears Scrap Isabelle Collection Minimo teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2013, MM 635214C, LE 
418/2000, light brown mohair, with swing label certificate, Near Mint, 6"/15cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2140. Charlie Bears Snippet Isabelle Collection Minimo teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2013, MM 635214A, LE 
769/2000, dark blonde mohair, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 6"/15cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2141. Charlie Bears Scruff teddy bear, Isabelle Minimo Collection, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 417/2000, grey mohair, with 
swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; 6.5"/16.5cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2142. Charlie Bears Little One panda bear, Isabelle Minimo Collection (part of the Wildlife Collection- comprising set of four), 
designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 426/2000, white and black mohair, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with swing label certificate, 
6"/15cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2143. Charlie Bears Icicle polar bear, Isabelle Minimo Collection (part of the Wildlife Collection- comprising set of four), 
designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 766/2000, white mohair, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with swing label certificate, 6"/15cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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2144. Charlie Bears Shoestring keyring mouse, CBK 635296, LE 209/1200, 2013-2016, grey mohair, with swing label 
certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 5"/13cm. 

 £20 - £30 

2145. Marmet vintage doll's pram, tinplate, finished in cream and pale green, Good, 38"/97cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2146. Silver Cross vintage doll's pram, tinplate, finished in grey, Good, 38"/97cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2147. Silver Cross vintage doll's pram, tinplate, finished in brown and grey, finish on handle is cracked and lifting otherwise 
Good, 38"/97cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2148. Royale vintage doll's pram, wooden, finished in maroon, supplied by John Ward, tyres perished, otherwise Good, 
38"/97cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2149. Doll's vintage prams, pair: (1) Ace, supplied by Charles Twigg (Birmingham), tinplate and wooden, finished in green, 
32"/81cm; (2) Unknown manufacturer dark blue, tinplate and wooden, 30"/76cm; Fair to Fair Plus; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

2150. Triang vintage doll's pram, tinplate, finished in cream and maroon, Good, 31"/79cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2151. Silver Cross vintage "drag along" child's chair, tinplate and wood, with metal wheel hubs inscribed with Silver Cross, 
Good, seat measures 16"/41cm from the ground. 

 £10 - £30 

2152. Marmet child's vintage push chair, tinplate and aluminium, navy hood, Fair Plus to  
Good, handle measures 37"/95cm from the ground. 

 £10 - £30 

2153. Child's wooden vintage high chair, in need of some repair, Fair Plus to Good, 38"/97cm. 

 £10 - £30 

2154. Tinplate vintage doll / teddy bear bed, finished in light blue, sliding wooden gate-type sides, with mattress, folds flat, 
Fair Plus to Good, 23.5"/60cm x 14"/36cm x 25"/64cm. 

 £10 - £20 

2155. Silver Cross vintage doll's twin pram, finished in dark grey, Fair Plus, 35"/89cm tall. 

 £10 - £20 
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2156. Trendon Sasha blonde sexed vintage baby boy, British, with cord dungarees, white towelling pants and pair of shoes 
(one popper is missing), Good Plus to Excellent, within Poor box. 

 £40 - £50 

2157. Trendon Sasha Gregor Fair Denims vintage doll, with original box (states to lid- Imported exclusively into USA by 
Creative Playthings D 347), with vest and pants, denim trousers and belt, navy sweater, pair of shoes; dye has transferred from 
shoes to feet, otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, within Excellent box. 

 £80 - £100 

2158. Trendon Sasha brunette Gingham vintage doll, with original box (label to foot states Sasha brunette 4-103 D.366 USA), 
with gingham dress and knickers, socks and shoes, Good Plus to Excellent, within Fair box. Together with a quantity of 
clothing. 

 £80 - £120 

2159. Collection of vintage soft toys: (1) Merrythought Noddy, British 1958-59, white REGD DESIGN label to foot, pressed 
velveteen face with painted features, head held on to body with a metal spring, allowing the "nodding" action, cloth body, large 
flat soled feet, blue felt hat with bell, tufts of dark blonde hair, red velvet jersey, blue shorts, yellow and red polka dot 
neckerchief, red felt shoes, hat and shorts faded with moth damage, nose indented, 9.5"/24cm; (2) Merrythought plush 
hedgehog; (3) artificial silk tiger; (4) Pom Pom cat in yellow and cream; Fair Plus to Good; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

2160. Merrythought Disney vintage Winnie the Pooh and friends, each with yellow Merrythought printed label (Wol has white 
Regd Design label): (1) Winnie the Pooh golden mohair teddy bear, amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, 
fully jointed, brushed cotton pads, 14"/36cm; (2) Piglet, black and white plastic disc eyes, pink brushed cotton, red brushed 
cotton jacket and turquoise brushed cotton trousers, curly tail, 9"/23m; (3) Eeyore, black and white plastic eyes, grey mohair, 
cream plush muzzle, black stitched nostrils and mouth, pink plush inner ears, black plush mane and tail tip, black felt hooves, 
press-studded on removable tail with pink ribbon tie, 9"/23cm; (4) Kanga and Roo, brown artificial silk plush and pink plush, 
13"/33cm and 6"/16cm; (5) & (6) Tigger, yellow plush, 12"/30cm; (7) Wol owl, brown artificial silk plush, with black and white 
plastic eyes, orange felt beak, pink plush eye surrounds, black tufty long pile plush ears, cream plush chest, 13"/33cm; Fair Plus 
to Good Plus; (7). 

 £60 - £90 

2161. Trendon Sasha Marina brunette vintage doll, #102S, wearing white cotton skirt, shirt, navy jacket with sailor style collar, 
black tie, white knickers, white socks, black shoes, some yellowing to white cotton, otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus, within 
Fair Plus to Good box. 

 £80 - £120 

2162. Dormouse Designs Rabbit, artist designed by Sue Quinn, light brown and white plush, brown and black plastic eyes 
seated on brown felt backing, fully jointed, dressed as a school boy, in navy felt blazer (faded), grey trousers and v neck 
sleeveless knitted top, white shirt, navy and gold striped school tie, leather satchel containing Dormouse Tales hard back 
exercise book,  with swing label certificate, 19"/49cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2163. Newborn reborn baby vinyl dolls pair: (1) Baby John, vendor was told that the doll was originally used by midwives to 
replicate a newborn baby. Anatomically correct, including umbilical cord and wristband. Body is solid but arms and legs can be 
bent to dress him, 15"/38cm; (2) Nines D'Onil realistic baby doll, closed eyes, finely rooted brunette hair, small hole in mouth for 
dummy, cloth body with vinyl limbs, 18"/46cm; (2). 

 £20 - £40 
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2164. Collection of modern porcelain dolls, includes: (1) Felicity by Rubert, The Rustington Doll Co Lynn #1, blue eyes, 
blonde hair, soft body, sitting pose, 18"/46cm; (2) Hanny Cindy Marschner Rolfe, by Maria Patrick, blue eyes, auburn hair, soft 
body, 21"/53cm; (3) Crystal by Donna Rubert, blue eyes, auburn hair, soft bady, 27"/69cm; (4) Smiling Kayla, Diana Effner 
Expressions, blue eyes, blonde hair, soft body, 24"/61cm; (5) Baby Hilda Kestner REPRODUCTION, brown eyes, brunette hair, 
all porcelain body, 12"/30cm; (6) Willow by Diana Effner, The Ultimate Collection, blue eyes, auburn hair, soft body, 24"/61cm; 
(7) Drowsy Baby, by Rubert, brown eyes, brunette wig, soft body, plus some additional clothing, 18"/46cm; Good to Excellent; 
(7). 

 £30 - £40 

2165. Three Canadian vintage vinyl dolls: (1) Dee And Cee teenage fashion doll, blue eyes, strawberry blonde Saran hair, 
wearing black tulle evening dress and matching hat, suspender belt, stockings and black shoes, 17"/43cm; plus extra 
clothing- three dresses, nurse's outfit, pyjama top and negligee; NB Sent from Canada circa mid to late 1950s as a Christmas 
present. (2) Dee And Cee baby doll, in original clothes, 17"/43cm, NB: Sent from Canada approximately 1958; (3) Reliable vinyl 
doll with rubber body, blue eyes, rooted strawberry blonde Saran hair, 16"/41cm, NB Sent from Canada in the mid 1950s; Fair 
Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2166. Collection of vintage toys, books, etc, includes: D'Alliard's (Canada) child's muff, vinyl doll's face, auburn artificial silk 
hair, cream coney real fur muff with nylon lining, sateen cord, Excellent to Excellent Plus, within Fair Plus to Good original box, 
9"/23cm; pair of book- Josephine Goes Travelling and Josephine and her Dolls by HC Craddock illustrated by Honor C 
Appleton, some notation and colouring in, Fair Plus to Good; hard plastic fairy doll, Good; celluloid and hard plastic costume 
dolls, Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

2167. Child's dark wooden chair, suitable for displaying dolls or teddy bears, some carving, with cream brocade cloth 
upholstery, sturdy and well designed, Excellent, 23"/59cm tall; plus three large doll stands; Good Plus to Excellent; (4). 

 £10 - £20 

2168. Mattel vintage Barbie doll #4, late 1960 / early 1961, torso signed Barbie TM Pats. Pend c. MCMLVIII by Mattel Inc, 
brunette ponytail, rich decoration of eyes, blue eyeliner, red lips and nails, original black and white striped swimsuit, sunglasses, 
pearl earrings and shoes, dolls stand, base of original box ONLY, very slight green to ears, legs discoloured, surface of legs 
also mottled, otherwise Good Plus; together with #385 Knitting Pretty pink knit shell and matching cardigan (some moth 
damage), How To Knit Book and wool wrap flannel skirt. #965 Nighty Negligee, pink tricot long nightgown, matching pleated 
peignoir with rosebud trimmed pocket, pink felt puppy with applique trim. NB: The vendor states- She was bought in Canada / 
New York as a present for me when my sister left her nursing job and travelled home on The Queen Elizabeth, landing on 12th 
September 1960. I have double checked the passenger list on Ancestry. (A number of my dolls were sent to me as a child from 
Canada as my oldest sister was nursing there between 1955-1960.) 

 £100 - £200 

2169. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Forever teddy bear, CB141438, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey plush, swing label, 
carry bag, 13"/33cm; (2) Jubbly teddy bear, CB151522, 2015, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, black with grey 
tip plush, swing label, carry bag, 15"/38cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

2170. Charlie Bears Beamer teddy bear, CB131320, 2013-2015, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, light brown 
and beige plush, with swing label, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2171. Charlie Bears Anniversary Slothy Joe teddy bear, CB 151558, LE 2000, 2015, produced for the CB Best Friends Club, 
designed by Isabelle Lee, black, cream and white plush, with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint, with carry bag, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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2172. Charlie Bears lion family, complete set of three, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden plush: (1) Linus lion, CB 141473, 
17"/43cm; (2) Lyra lioness, CB 151577, 17"/43cm; (3) Savannah cub, CB 151578, 12"/30cm; each with swing label, one carry 
bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (3). 

 £80 - £120 

2173. Charlie Bears Fernando fox, CB165103, designed by Alison Mills, pale cinnamon and beige plush, with swing label, 
carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2174. Colonel McNutty squirrel, CB 631482, from The Forest Friends Collection, 2013, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
LE 2000, cinnamon, brown and beige plush, with swing label certificate, 10"/26cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2175. Charlie Bears Dray squirrel, CB 165119, designed by Alison Mills and Charlie, grey and grey with brown tip plush, with 
swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 10"/25.5cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2176. Anniversary William mink plush teddy bear, 2015/2016, CB 151681, to celebrate Charlie Bears 10th anniversary, one 
of the ten different anniversary bears, William was not revealed until the end of 2015, with swing label, carry bag, Excellent Plus 
to Near Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2177. Charlie Bears Edward, one of the next sixteen bears produced (after the first twelve), CB35730, 2006-2007, LE 950, 
blonde plush, designed by Isabelle Lee, MISSING swing label, with carry bag, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2178. Charlie Bears Quill-i-am hedgehog, from The Forest Friends Collection 2014, CB 641504, LE 3000, designed by 
Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown and cream plush with long pile "spikey" back, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2179. Charlie Bears Roxie red panda, CB 141475, 2014, LE 4100, white, brown and cinnamon plush, with swing labels, carry 
bag, Near Mint to Mint, 17.5"/44cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2180. Charlie Bears Charlotte teddy bear, CB 151507, 2015-2016, LE 4100, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, blonde 
and cream long pile plush, swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, carry bag, 22"/56cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2181. Charlie Bears Tea Leaf 2014 Collector's Club panda bear, CB 141479, LE 600, Plumo panda- cream and black, mohair 
muzzle and inner ears (plush elsewhere), designed by Isabelle Lee, suedette pads, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label 
certificate, carry bag, 21"/53cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2182. Charlie Bears Poppy panda bear, CB 173711A, 2007 - 2008, LE 600, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and black 
plush, with swing label (a little faded), Excellent Plus, carry bag, 14"/35cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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2183. Charlie Bears Oodles teddy bear, CB 131343, LE 2400, 2013 - 2014, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
multicoloured patchwork effect- brown, grey tipped light brown, purple and dark red plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Near 
Mint to Mint, 19.5"/50cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2184. Charlie Bears Tick Tock teddy bear, CB 131377, 201302015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey with frosted tip, 
dark blue and maroon plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2185. Charlie Bears pair of meerkats: (1) Hide, CB161689, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, white, brown and 
tipped plush, 11"/28cm; (2) Seek, CB161691, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, white, brown and tipped plush, 11"/28cm; both 
with swing labels, carry bags, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2186. Charlie Bears Chase chipmunk, CB 151590, 2015, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, golden, brown and grey 
plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, carry bag, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2187. Charlie Bears Difor terrier dog (called Difor by Will- as in D for Dog), 2013, CB 631237, LE 600, designed by Heather 
Lyell, grey and light grey long pile plush, with swing labels and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2188. Charlie Bears Pooch terrier dog, CB 647009O, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, brown and black long pile plush, 
with swing label, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2189. Charlie Bears Bashful teddy bear, CB 141422, 2014-2015, LE 2500, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, short-pile 
brown variegated plush, trapunto pads, with swing label, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2190. Charlie Bears Dreamer teddy bear, CB 131336, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey plush, with swing label, 
carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2191. Charlie Bears Edith teddy bear, CB 151543, 2015-2016, LE 4800, designed by Isabelle Lee, white with dusky pink tip 
plush, with swing label, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2192. Charlie Bears Lovely teddy bear, CB 151512, 2015, LE 1800, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, black plush with 
white frosting, with swing labels, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 22"/55cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2193. Charlie Bears Flying Officer Hootie Owl, from The Forest Friends Collection, 2014, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee 
and Charlie, shades of brown, cinnamon and cream plush, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, carry bag, 
13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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2194. Charlie Bears Brigadier Four Paws deer, from The Forest Friends Collection, 2014, CB 641505, LE 3000, designed by 
Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown and white plush, with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, carry bag, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2195. Charlie Bears 2015 Year Bear, Hug No 7, CB 151519, 2015-2016, LE 4000, grey plush with black and white stripe, 
with swing label certificate, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2196. Charlie Bears Cobweb rabbit, CB124949, 2012-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige, cream 
and brown plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2197. Charlie Bears Anniversary Diesel, 10th Anniversary teddy bear, 2015, CB 151575, LE 4500, brown, beige and cream 
plush, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2198. Charlie Bear Miss Daisy, CB206000O, LE 3000, 2020, fourth little character in the second mini series of Hatty Bears, 
cream plush, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2199. Collection of modern dolls, includes: (1) Ashton-Drake Galleries Hanl Picture Perfect Baby, Real Touch vinyl, boxed, 
with trade carton, 22"/56cm; (2) Ashton-Drake Galleries Tommy's First Flurry Real Touch vinyl doll, boxed with trade carton, 
20"/51cm; (3) Alberon bisque, 18"/46cm; (4) & (5) unidentified bisque, 19"/48cm and 20"/51cm; (6) Mattel vinyl battery operated 
vinyl doll, 19"/48cm; (7) D'Nenes vinyl doll, 8.5"/22cm; (8) doll's wooden high chair, 24.5"/62cm; Good to Excellent Plus; (8). 

 £40 - £50 

2200. Lakeland Bears Deans Rag Book Padlock Holmes by Wendy Phillips, golden plush teddy bear, brown and black plastic 
eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, cloth label is to rear seam- stating Lakeland Bear TM Wendy Phillips Specially 
made in Gt Britain by Deans Rag Book, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; 18"/46cm. Printed and type-writer generated label 
attached: "Padlock Holmes Indomitable Detective. An indomitable detective with a natural instinct for solving mysteries; he 
came to Lakeland telling other bears they must never leave their homes unlocked." 

 £80 - £100 

2201. Possibly Irish golden mohair vintage teddy bear, 1950s, golden mohair, amber and black glass eyes, applied patched 
fabric black nose, fully jointed, replacement felt pads, inoperative press squeaker, mohair worn and thinning in places, Fair Plus 
to Good, 16"/40cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2202. Merrythought modern issue three teddy bears plus a Dean's: (1)  Millennium Cheeky, purple mohair, LE 2000, 
MISSING box and certificate, 9"/23cm; (2) & (3) Merrythought golden plush bears, 16"/41cm and 10"/25cm; (4) Dean's golden 
mohair, 11"/28cm; Good to Excellent; (4). 

 £25 - £35 

2203. Collection of plush and mohair mainly modern issue teddy bears and plush characters: (1) Bow Wood Bears Iris artist 
designed bear by Jan Draper, violet mohair, darning to right and left pads, with swing label certificate, 8.5"/22cm; (2) Plush 
Roland Rat; (3) Tiger Electronics Fur Real #7598 Cuddle Chimp, battery operated; (4) Tiger Electronics Fur Real #73901 Luv 
Cubs, battery operated; (5) Wool plush vintage monkey, with vinyl face and brushed cotton hands and feet; (6) Eastern 
European golden artificial silk plush teddy bear; Fair Plus to Good, untested; (6). 

 £20 - £30 
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2204. Scratch built wooden doll's house and contents, St Nicholas Church C of E, slate roof lifts off to reveal 
contents- wooden floor, lectern, wooden pews, vicar, choir, etc, Good Plus to Excellent, 17.5"/45cm x 24"/61cm x 18"/46cm. 

 £10 - £30 

2205. Scratch built wooden doll's house, conservatory and contents, Honey Pot Cottage and The Haven conservatory. Honey 
Pot House: front lifts off to reveal four rooms on two storeys, plus roof lifts up with two attic rooms, wired for light (untested). 
Together with contents- pair of doll's house dolls, wooden furniture, etc. Good Plus to Excellent. Dimensions: Honey Pot 
Cottage 14"/36cm x 13"/33cm x 8.5"/22cm; The Haven: 10.5"/27cm x 10"/25cm x 9"/23cm. 

 £10 - £30 

2206. Scratch built wooden school, school house and contents. Weatheroak School and Weatheroak House. Weatheroak 
School: roof lifts off to reveal large classroom, with wooden floor, toilet block is attached, surrounding play ground, plus teacher 
and school children doll's house dolls, desks and furniture, etc, 12"/30cm x 23"/58cm x 15.5"/39cm. Weatheroaks House, front 
lifts off the reveal two rooms on two storey, plus roof hinges open with attic, wired for light (untested), together with 
contents- doll's house doll, assorted wooden furniture, etc. Good Plus to Excellent. 13.5"/34cm x 7.5"/19cm x 13"/33cm. (qty). 

 £10 - £30 

2207. Box Your Bears artist Panda set framed picture by Alison McGahan, pair of black and white mohair Pandas, holding 
bamboo, seated on hessian cushion within wooden frame, right hand corner of frame is broken and requires repair, internal 
components have shifted position, otherwise Excellent, 15"/38cm x 19"/48cm. 

 £20 - £40 

2208. Pair of vintage toys: (1) Vulcan Senior Child's Sewing Machine, Fair Plus to Good, within Fair Plus box; (2) Triang doll's 
tinplate pushchair, finished in grey, Good, 23"/59cm tall; (2). 

 £10 - £30 

2209. Pedigree vintage Sindy furniture and accessories, some boxed: (1) Eastham E-Line Wall Oven, with cooking utensils, 
etc, boxed (missing vouchers); (2) Sindy Shower, with towels, boxed; (3) Toilet, with mat, boxed (missing vouchers); (4) & (5) 
Armchair, boxed, missing vouchers; (6) Settee, boxed (vouchers missing); (7) Vacuum Cleaner, with attachments, boxed. Plus 
unboxed (8) & (9) Bath and Toilet plus mat; (10) Chestnut Horse; (11) & (12) bath and sink, with accessories; Good to 
Excellent, unchecked for completeness, within Fair to Good packaging; (qty). 

 £60 - £80 

2210. Pedigree Sindy vintage dolls and others: (1) Pedigree Sindy straight leg early 1960s doll, blonde, wearing Shillman 
Maddie Mode outfit and 1970s Trendy Girl shoes, missing three fingers; (2) Pedigree blonde Sindy 1980s doll, impressed 
033055X, wearing modern three piece outfit and shoes from Official Sindy 2020, one finger on right hand has slight damage to 
tip, toes are stubbed on left foot; (3) Patch Clone doll, wearing Patch outfit and white shoes; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (3). 

 £60 - £80 

2211. Collection of Pedigree vintage Sindy and other dolls: (1) Pedigree Sindy blonde 1980s doll, impressed 033055X, 
dressed in My Fair Lady outfit- fuchsia dress and hat, (umbrella is a REPLICA); (2) Pedigree Sindy blonde 1980s doll, 
impressed 2GEN 1077 033055X, some replacement parts, wearing modern pink tutu; (3) & (4) Hong Kong plastic pair of 
Swingin' Sally clone dolls, blonde and brunette, sealed in original packaging; Fair to Near Mint; (4). 

 £60 - £80 

2212. Collection of three modern issue porcelain dolls, largest 21"/53cm and smallest 14"/36cm; Good; (3). 

 £10 - £20 
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2213. North American Bear Company Muffy VanderBear cherry wood armoire wardrobe with eight hangers, some wear 
overall, Good, 16"/41cm. 

 £5 - £15 

2214. North American Bear Company Muffy VanderBear Oatsie pony and Lulu dog, plus outfits: (1) Oatsie pony, wearing 
Travelling Wild West Show tack, 9"/23cm tall; (2) Oatsie outfit, Eine Kleine Mountain Climbin', sealed in original baggie 
packaging; (3) Oatsie outfit, Bal Masque, with some packaging. (4) Lulu dog, wearing A Highland Fling; (5) Lulu's dog leash, 
with some packaging; (6) Lulu's dog brush, sealed within packaging; (7) Lulu's New England Country Christmas bib, some 
packaging; (8) Lulu's Santa's Workshop outfit, from The North Pole Collection, some packaging; (9) Lulu's dog bowl, some 
packaging; (10) Lulu's dog bed, some packaging; (11) Lulu's dog sled, with trade carton; Good to Near Mint, unchecked for 
completeness, with some Fair to Good packaging; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

2215. North American Bear Company Muffy VanderBear 7"/18cm clothing outfits x six: (1) The Infanta Bal Masque; (2) Sweet 
Dreams Victorian sleep wear, sealed within original baggie packaging; (3) Muffy VanderBear as Countess Muffula Tricky Treat 
Trio Halloween, sealed within original baggie packaging; (4) Cruise Wear sailor outfit; (5) The Baking Collection Cherry Pie 
outfit; (6) New England Country Christmas with Purrlie cat; Good to Near Mint; unchecked for completeness, within some Fair to 
Good packaging (where present); (6). 

 £10 - £20 

2216. North American Bear Company VanderBear family teddy bear The Wild West and Musical Soiree clothing for larger 
bears: (1) Wild West "Paw" Cornelius outfit; (2) Wild West "Ma" Belle of the Ballet Alice outfit; (3) Vintage Collection Alice 
Musical Soiree purple velvet outfit; (4) Vintage Collection Cornelius Musical soiree purple velvet outfit; (5) Wild West "The 
Desert Beauty" Fluffy Pawcahontas outfit; Good to Mint, with some Fair to Good packaging; (5). 

 £10 - £20 

2217. Armand Marseille bisque socket head antique doll, German, c 1894, impressed 1894 AM DEP 4 1/2, weighted brown 
eyes, open mouth, replacement brunette wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, hairline crack from wig rim, across 
forehead to tip of nose, left finger missing, wearing cream dress, cotton undergarments, 21"/53cm. 

 £20 - £30 

2218. Artist designed dolls and others: (1) Heidiland BEA-Toys (Switzerland) bisque doll, unclothed, 28"/71cm, (2) Fiba 
Collection (Italy) vinyl doll, 26"/66cm; (3) Bru modern bisque reproduction doll, 28"/71cm; (4) modern bisque doll (foot missing); 
(5) Fiba (Italy) vinyl doll, 24"/61cm; Poor to Good, would benefit from cleaning; (5). 

 £5 - £10 

2219. Plummer Wandless & Co. Tinka-Bell vintage musical teddy bear, light apricot sheepskin, amber and black plastic eyes, 
remains of label to foot, jointed limbs, key wound mechanism plays ‘Picnic time for Teddy Bears’, wear to seams around joints, 
Good, 16.5”/42cm. 

 £5 - £10 

2220. Mavis Bears artist designed teddy bears x four, plus a mouse, mixture of different coloured mohair, plastic eyes, 
stitched noses, fully jointed, felt / upholstery velvet / velvet pads, Mint, 10"/25cm to 8"/20cm; (5). 

 £20 - £30 

2221. Trendon 103 Sasha Brunette Pink Dress EMPTY BOX ONLY- DOES NOT INCLUDE DOLL, Fair Plus. 

 £5 - £10 
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2222. Hornby Hobbies Flower Fairies Prestige Range The Fairyland Home T762, Flower Fairy doll included, Excellent to 
Excellent Plus, unchecked for completeness, within Fair box; together with Munecas Poupees Dolls Faerie Glen presents Baby 
Chimes Sylvia vintage vinyl doll, plays Happy Birthday when string is pulled, untested, Good Plus to Excellent, within Fair box; 
(2). 

 £30 - £40 

2223. Rosebud pair of vintage vinyl dolls: (1) Rosebud in her Garden, Cat No 3G01, Good Plus to Excellent, within Good 
(sellophane missing) box, 14.5"/37cm; (2) Mattel Rosebud Sandra vinyl doll, Good Plus to Excellent, within Fair Plus to Good 
(sellophane missing) box, 14"/36cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2224. Rosebud pair of vintage vinyl dolls, Cat No 4G-01, blonde and brunette, Good Plus to Excellent, within Good to Good 
Plus boxes (missing sellophane); 16.5"/42cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2225. Blonde short pile mohair / silk mix fabric, on a cotton backing, ideal for miniature bear making,  40"/102cm x 25"/64cm. 

 £5 - £10 

2226. Collection of doll and teddy bear reference books: (1) The Jumeau Doll / Margaret Whitton; (2) Wonderful Raggedy 
Anns with values / Joyce Gerardi Rinehart; (3) German Dolls / Patricia Smith; (4) Buy Golly! / Clinton Derricks; (5) Chrissy Doll 
and her Friends / Beth Gunther; (6) Characters of R John Wright / Shirley Bertrand; (7) 1914 Marshall Field & Company Kringle 
Society Dolls Doll Catalogue reprint /  Foreword by Evelyn J Coleman; (8) Collecting German Dolls / Jean Bach; (9) The 
Ultimate Teddy Bear Book / Cockrill; (10) the Collector's Guide to Pincushion Ladies and Related Figures / Colette Mansell; (11) 
German Character Dolls / Robert and Karin MacDowell; (12) Distaff Sketch Book A Collection of Notes and Sketches on 
Women's Dresss in America 1774 - 1783 / Robert L Klinger; (13) Baby Dolls / Lydia Richter; (14) Dresser Dolls and Other China 
Figures / Frieda Marion and Norma Werner; (15) Dolls at Auction / Tim Stubbing 1st Edition; (16) Petite Maman / Marie France; 
(17) Little Girl's Sewing Book / Flora Klickmann; Fair Plus to Excellent; (17). 

 £20 - £30 

2227. Wendy Woo Creations Reuben artist designed teddy bear by Wendy Edmiston, one in a series of original bears, black, 
white / grey, beige and cherry red plush, black and golden plastic eyes, pink stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label 
certificate, 23"/59cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2228. Wendy Woo Creations Charlie artist designed teddy bear by Wendy Edmiston, one in a series of original bears, black / 
grey / red / turquoise, white and pink plush, black and golden plastic eyes, red stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label 
certificate, 21"/53cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2229. Wendy Woo Creations Pedro II artist designed teddy bear by Wendy Edmiston, one in a series of original bears, 
blonde mohair, amber and black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 22"/56cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2230. Wendy Woo Creations Pedro artist designed teddy bear by Wendy Edmiston, one in a series of original bears, blonde, 
beige and light brown mohair, amber and black glass eyes, red stitched nose, shades of brown plush pads, fully jointed, with 
swing label certificate, 22"/56cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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2231. Wendy Woo Creations Little Lemon Drop artist designed teddy bear by Wendy Edmiston, one in a series of original 
bears, lemon and cream plush, golden and black plastic eyes, brown stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 
19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2232. Wendy Woo Creations pair of artist designed teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Lucky, one in a series of original 
bears, pink plush, brown and black plastic eyes, brown stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 18"/46cm; (2) 
Hardy, one in a series of original bears, brown plush, black plastic eyes, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 18"/46cm; 
Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

2233. Wendy Woo Creations pair of artist designed teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Smokey, one in a series of original 
bears, beige plush, black plastic eyes, black stitched nose, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 20"/51cm; (2) Percy, one in 
a series of original bears, beige curly mohair, black glass eyes, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 12"/30cm; Near Mint to 
Mint; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

2234. Wendy Woo Creations three artist designed teddy bears by Wendy Edmiston: (1) Miss Bennet, one in a series of 
original bears, green mohair, green and black glass eyes, pink stitched nose, fully jointed, wearing tiny straw hat, with swing 
label certificate, 9"/23cm; (2) Miss Price, one in a series of original bears, white mohair, black glass eyes, fully jointed, wearing 
tiny straw hat, with swing label certificate, 10"/25cm; (3) Cream with pale blue tip artificial plush bear, amber and black glass 
eyes, black nose stitching, 9.5"24cm; Near Mint to Mint; (3). 

 £30 - £50 

2235. Poured wax antique shoulder head doll, British, circa 1880, inset blue glass eyes, replacement blonde human hair wig, 
cloth body, wax lower limbs, damage to shoulder plate (repaired with sticking plaster), some damage and repair overall to body 
and limbs, 17.5"/45cm; together with a quantity of clothing and undergarments. Also included two modern bisque dolls; (qty). 

 £40 - £50 

2236. Chad Valley golden mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1930s, red embroidered label to sole of right foot, amber and 
black glass eyes, black horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, brown brushed cotton pads, black claw stitching, partially 
operative press squeaker, mohair is thinning / balding, particularly to rear, otherwise Good, 20"/51cm. 

 £50 - £70 

2237. Chad Valley golden mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1950s, blue printed labels to sole of right foot and torso seam, 
replacement amber and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched coal nose, fully jointed, replacement felt pads, mohair worn 
and balding / thinning in places, otherwise Good, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2238. Chad Valley blonde mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1950s / 60s, blue printed label to side seam, amber and black 
plastic eyes, black vertically stitched coal nose, fully jointed, replacement pads (over Rexine), mohair worn and balding / 
thinning in places, stuffing shifted within arms, otherwise Good, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £50 

2239. Merrythought Magnet golden mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1940s, printed label to sole of right foot, amber and 
black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose with outer drop stitch, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, felt pads, black claw 
stitching, slight discolouration to mohair, otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, 20"/51cm. 

 £80 - £120 
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2240. Chiltern (HG Stone) Hugmee golden mohair teddy bear, British, 1950s, replacement clear glass eyes with black pupils 
and remains of brown painted backs, black vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, velveteen pads, black claw 
stitching, inoperative press squeaker, areas of balding and fragile fabric has repairs and holes / wear, Fair Plus to Good, 
18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £50 

2241. Newark style amateur artist designed teddy bear, British 1980s / 2000s, cinnamon crushed velvet, black boot button 
eyes, black vertically stitched nose, aged to resemble an old bear, Excellent to Plus 21”/54cm. NB. These Bears are referred to 
as “Newark” bears as they first appeared at the Newark International Antique Fair in the late 1980s. 

 £30 - £40 

2242. Chiltern (HG Stone) Hugmee golden mohair teddy bear, British, 1930s, amber and black replacement glass eyes, 
remains of black vertically stitched hook nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, velveteen pads, card lined feet, black claw stitching, 
areas of wear to mohair (particularly around front torso seam), velveteen cloth has been repaired at wrists, hole to left foot pad 
at toe, otherwise Good, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2243. Tara Toys golden mohair vintage teddy bear, Irish, 1950s, red embroidered label to right foot, amber and black plastic 
eyes, black horizontally stitched nose, jointed limbs, Rexine pads, mohair worn in places- especially around rear torso and tops 
of arms, stuffing shifted to top of arms and right ankle, Fair Plus to Good, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2244. Chiltern (HG Stone) Hugmee blonde mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1920s, clear glass eyes with black pupils and 
remains of brown painted backs, black vertically stitched hook nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, recovered pads, card lined 
feet, mohair worn / thinning and balding in places, Fair Plus to Good, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2245. Chiltern (HG Stone) Hugmee golden mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1930s, clear glass eyes with black pupils and 
remains of brown painted backs, black vertically stitched hook nose, fully jointed, black claw stitching, brushed cotton pads, left 
foot pad is split, mohair thinning to rear of legs, otherwise Good Plus, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2246. Gokra (Gottfried Kraeber) golden plush vintage teddy bear, German 1945-1952, replacement amber and black plastic 
eyes, black horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, fabric pads with card lined feet, black claw stitching, head now fixed / 
stitched into position, small patches of wear, Good Plus, 13”/33cm. 

 £20 - £30 

2247. Ark (South Africa) vintage golden mohair teddy bear, 1950s, amber and black glass eyes, black horizontally stitched 
nose, fully jointed, leatherette pads, loss of mohair in places (particularly to arms), stuffing has shifted in arms, Fair Plus to 
Good, 16"/41cm. 

 £20 - £30 

2248. Farnell golden mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1920s, replacement glass eyes, vertically stitched black hook nose, 
fully jointed, replacement pads, black claw stitching, mohair worn and thinning, with some bald patches, Fair Plus to Good, 
15"/38cm. 

 £70 - £80 

2249. Chad Valley golden mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1940s, replacement amber and black glass eyes, black 
horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, replacement pads, mohair thinning / balding, backing fabric is fragile in places (hole to 
left arm and others elsewhere...), Fair to Fair Plus, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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2250. Omega early British vintage teddy bear, 1920s, golden mohair, replacement amber and black glass eyes, black 
horizontally stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, felt pads (paw pads are holed- right pad is extensively damaged), 
mohair is balding and holed to right arm, inoperative press squeaker, Fair Plus (would benefit from TLC), 14"/36cm. 

 £50 - £70 

2251. Chad Valley Magna golden mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1940s, amber and black glass eyes, black horizontally 
stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads (some thinning / holes to felt), mohair thinning in places with some bald patches, Good to 
Good Plus, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2252. Chiltern Hugmee pair of vintage golden mohair teddy bears, British, 1920s / 1930s: (1) replacement glass eye (other is 
missing), black vertically stitched hook nose, fully jointed, cloth pads, black claw stitching, partially operative tilt growler, mohair 
balding and backing is holed and fragile in places (particularly legs and lower body), Fair Plus to Good, 18.5"/47cm; (2) 
replacement button eyes, remains of vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed (neck now fixed / stitched in position), 
replacement cloth pads, remains of black claw stitching, almost 100% loss of mohair, Fair, 17"/43cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

2253. Chiltern Hugmee golden mohair vintage teddy bear, British, 1930s / 1940s, replacement button eyes, black vertically 
stitched hook nose, fully jointed, cloth pads (holed and darned), black claw stitching, mohair thinning / balding overall, 
20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2254. German brown mohair vintage teddy bear, clear glass eyes with black pupil and remains of brown painted backs, 
horizontally stitched black nose, fully jointed, replacement pads, black claw stitching, inoperative press squeaker, mohair 
thinning / balding overall, Fair Plus to Good, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £50 - £70 

2255. British golden mohair vintage teddy bear (probably Chad Valley Magna), British, 1940s, amber and black glass eyes, 
black horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, velveteen pads- right foot pad is holed (stitching remains to sole of left foot where 
label was once seated), some loss of mohair in places, otherwise Good, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2256. German vintage blonde mohair teddy bear, replacement eyes, black vertically stitched nose, inset short pile muzzle, 
replacement ears, fully jointed, replacement pads with card lined feet, black claw stitching, tear / repair to left shoulder, large 
areas of balding (particularly to front torso), Fair, 17"/43cm; plus a pair of Georgio Beverly Hills plush teddy bears, Good; (3). 

 £20 - £30 

2257. Dean's Rag Book mouse eared vintage teddy bear, British, 1930s / 1940s, remains of label to sole of right foot, blonde 
mohair, brown and black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, felt pads (right paw pad is 
recovered), black claw stitching), inoperative press squeaker, areas of balding (particularly to torso, arms and top of head), Fair 
to Fair Plus, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £70 - £80 

2258. Steiff Original caramel mohair vintage teddy bear, German, 1950s, EAN 5335,2, missing button and cloth tag, brown 
and black glass eyes, brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, brown claw stitching, inoperative press squeaker, 
some wear to mohair, Good Plus, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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2259. Steiff Original caramel mohair vintage teddy bear, German, 1950s, EAN 5343,02, with button and yellow cloth tag, 
brown and black glass eyes, brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, brown claw stitching, partially operative tilt 
growler, wear to mohair, Good to Good Plus, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2260. Steiff Original caramel mohair vintage mask face teddy bear, German, 1968-1990, EAN 002250, with button and 
remains of yellow cloth tag (end of tag is cut away), brown and black plastic eyes, brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, 
synthetic velvet pads, brown claw stitching, tilt growler, wear to mohair, Good Plus to Excellent, 14.25"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2261. Steiff Happy teddy bear, yellow tag 6110/35, 1975-1979, with button (missing cloth tag), brown and black plastic eyes, 
brown, yellow and orange plush, unjointed, in sitting position, missing bib, Good, 10"/35cm. 

 £20 - £30 

2262. Steiff three plush animals: (1) Meerkat baby, yellow tag 070471, 1995-1998, with button, cloth tag, chest tag, shades of 
brown and cream plush, 8"/20cm (length of body- does not include tail); (2) Fiep mouse, yellow tag 056253, with button, cloth 
tag, card label and swing label, grey and white plush, 4"/19cm; (3) Nase Vorn rhino (character from the German TV series), 
yellow tag 7505/30, 1989, with cloth tag and button, green and black plush, 12"/30cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

2263. Steiff four vintage mohair animals: (1) Floppy Panda, EAN 7317, 1954-1961, with button, black felt eyes with pink 
stitched detail, black horizontally stitched nose, open felt mouth, black and white mohair, lying asleep, 6.75"/17cm; (2) Bazi 
dachshund puppy, EAN 1310 1950-1975, with button and yellow cloth label, brown and black plastic eyes, black vertically 
stitched nose, jointed at neck, green vinyl collar, light brown mohair, standing position, black claw stitching, 4"/10cm; (3) Possy 
squirrel, EAN 4310, 1957-1976, button and remains of yellow cloth label, black plastic eyes, black stitched nose, brown / white 
mohair, unjointed, sitting upright, 4"/10cm; (4) Elephant, EAN 6310, 1950-1978, missing button and cloth tag, black and white 
glass eyes, two plastic tusks, felt ears, unjointed, grey mohair, red felt neck collar, felt feet, 4"/10cm; Good to Excellent Plus; 
(4). 

 £40 - £60 

2264. Steiff Molly Original dog, yellow tag 031434, with button, yellow cloth tag and card chest tag, black with grey tip and 
cream mohair, unjointed, standing position, Excellent Plus, 5.5"/14cm. 

 £25 - £35 

2265. Pair of German vintage teddy bears: (1) golden mohair, amber and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully 
jointed, felt pads, black claw stitching, inoperative tilt growler, wearing Lust auf Norderney neckerchief, 11"/28cm; (2) brown 
mohair, brown and black plastic eyes, fully jointed, velveteen pads (left foot pad is repaired), stuffing has shifted within legs, 
mohair is thinning a little, 12.5"/32cm; Good to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

2266. British vintage teddy bear, possibly Dean's Rag Book, 1920s, red artificial silk plush, replacement glass eyes, black 
vertically stitched hook nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, replacement pads, remains of black claw stitching, balding overall 
(particularly to the front), with hand knitted all-in-one, Fair Plus to Good, 13"/33cm. 

 £70 - £90 

2267. Possibly French vintage teddy bear, 1930s / 1940s, maroon mohair, amber and black glass eyes, vertically stitched 
black nose with drop stitch to either side, fully jointed (head is now fixed / stitched into place), golden mohair pads (now bald), 
black claw stitching, inoperative tilt growler, mohair has wear / balding overall, with knitted cardigan, Good, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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2268. French vintage golden mohair teddy bear, 1940s, clear glass eyes with black pupils and remains of brown painted 
backs, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, green felt pads (darned and repaired), inoperative press squeaker, 90% 
mohair loss, Fair to Fair Plus, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £20 - £40 

2269. French vintage blonde mohair teddy bear, 1940s, clear glass eyes with black pupils, brown vertically stitched nose, 
fully jointed, mohair pads, remains of brown claw stitching, some wear to mohair, balding in patches, with knitted cardigan, 
Good, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2270. German vintage teddy bear, brown mohair, amber and black glass eyes (one is a replacement), horizontally stitched 
black nose, fully jointed, replacement felt pads, black claw stitching, inoperative press squeaker, some wear to mohair, Good to 
Good Plus, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2271. Pair of vintage teddy bears: (1) Eastern European golden and black artificial silk plush bear, amber and black glass 
eyes, vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed black pads, black claw stitching, slight wear to plush, Good Plus to Excellent, 
8"/20cm; (2) Orange and cream plush bear, black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, unjointed, black claw stitching, 
Good, 19"/48cm; (2). 

 £20 - £25 

2272. European vintage teddy bear, blonde mohair, amber and black glass eyes, black horizontally stitched nose, fully 
jointed, felt pads (extensively darned), black claw stitching, inoperative tilt growler, worn overall, Good, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £30 - £50 

2273. Ark (South Africa) vintage golden mohair teddy bear, 1950s, amber and black glass eyes, black horizontally stitched 
nose, fully jointed, leatherette pads, mohair is thinning in places, inoperative press squeaker, Good to Good Plus, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £20 - £30 

2274. Berg (Austria) vintage golden mohair miniature teddy bear, 1950s/60s, brown and black plastic eyes, black vertically 
stitched nose, Good to Good Plus, 5.5"/14cm. 

 £20 - £25 

2275. Hamiro (Czechoslovakia Soviet-era) vintage teddy bear, 1960s, cinnamon and cream artificial silk plush, black glass 
eyes, black vertically stitched nose, cream inset muzzle and inner ears, fully jointed, replacement felt pads, plush worn overall 
with some areas of balding, inoperative press squeaker, Fair Plus to Good, 9"/23cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2276. Hamiro-type (Czechoslovakia Soviet-era) vintage teddy bear, 1960s, blonde and cream plush, black plastic eyes, black 
vertically stitched nose, cream inset muzzle and pads, fully jointed, Fair Plus to Good, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £20 - £25 

2277. Hamiro-type (Czechoslovakia Soviet-era) vintage teddy bear, 1950s / 1960s, blonde and cream plush, clear glass eyes 
with black pupils and remains of brown painted backs, black horizontally stitched nose, cream inset muzzle and pads, fully 
jointed, Good to Good Plus, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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2278. Newark style amateur artist designed teddy bear, British 1980s / 2000s, brown plush, brown and black plastic eyes, 
black horizontally stitched nose, aged to resemble an old bear, Excellent, 11”/28cm. NB. These Bears are referred to as 
“Newark” bears as they first appeared at the Newark International Antique Fair in the late 1980s. 

 £20 - £30 

2279. German vintage miniature teddy bear, 1960s / 70s, brown and black plastic eyes, vertically stitched brown nose with 
longer drop stitch to edges, fully jointed, felt pads with card lined feet, brown claw stitching, pads are holed, some wear and 
balding in patches, Fair Plus to Good, 6"/15cm. 

 £25 - £35 

2280. Farnell Wilfred vintage mohair rabbit (from the Pip, Squeak and Wilfred cartoon series), British, pre-war, golden and 
white mohair, clear glass eyes with black pupils and remains of brown painted backs, red embroidered nose, internally wired 
ears, unjointed, areas of balding, thinning and wear, Fair, 8.5"/22cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2281. Pluco Chocolate Milka cow, 1990s, advertising plush toy, Milka embroidered to side, with brass bell to neck, 11"/28cm 
tall; plus a pair of small plush teddy bears; Good to Excellent; (3). 

 £10 - £20 

2282. Joseph (bear of many colours) vintage teddy bear, blonde with brown tip, 1920s / 1930s, missing eyes and nose 
stitching, fully jointed (left leg now sewn into position), felt pads extensively darned, remains of black claw stitching, re-stuffed in 
places, some glue to head, inoperative tilt growler, some restitching and repairs overall, 95% mohair loss, Poor Plus, 
19.5"/50cm. NB: On his arrival to Vectis Joseph was a bear of many colours, and was completely enclosed in a hand-crocheted 
body suit; with a nylon stocking covering underneath. His true identity has been revealed (see images). 

 £30 - £50 

2283. Pair of vintage dogs and a monkey: (1) Steiff Mopsy dog, EAN 3312, 1960- 1981, missing button and tag, light brown 
and cream mohair, seated position, black and white plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, felt tongue, jointed at neck, 
Good to Good Plus, 4.75"/12cm; (2) seated brown and white artificial silk plush dog, clear glass eyes with black pupils and 
remains of brown painted backs, jointed at neck, seated position, press squeaker, Excellent, 10"/26cm; (3) caramel mohair 
monkey, green and black glass eyes, felt mask face, felt ears, felt hands and feet (holed), unjointed (appears to have been 
previously mounted onto something- perhaps a bicycle), Fair Plus to Good, 4"/10cm; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

2284. Probably Carl Bergner four-faced antique rare composition doll, German, late nineteenth and early twentieth century, 
four different faces mechanical novelty, expressing sleeping, yawning, smiling and crying (with moulded tears), blue glass fixed 
eyes, painted features, moulded hair, cotton gauze cloth hood hides the unwanted faces, operated by pressing a button on the 
chest, five piece curved limb composition body, some restoration to the mechanism, slight rubs to face(s), wearing hand-made 
cotton and woollen clothing, 17"/43cm. 

 £400 - £600 

2285. Pair of Disney Mickey Mouse musician cake decorations bisque vintage figures characters, 1.5"/4cm; (2). 

 £5 - £10 

2286. Pedigree vintage doll shop wooden display cabinet (does not include dolls), sign to top "Pedigree Dolls Regd. 
Trademark", colourful silk screen printed backdrop features village scene with houses, pale green painted base, glazed with 
glass, four wire doll stands attached to back wall, Good Plus to Excellent, 24"/61cm tall (28"/71cm including Pedigree Dolls sign 
(this is detachable), top hinges open to give access, wired for light (fitted with neon tube strip light to top- untested), 45"/114cm 
wide and 7"/18cm deep. NB: This cabinet includes glass and will require collection. 

 £100 - £200 
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2287. North American Bear Company Inc Muffy Vanderbear pair of boxed plush teddy bears: (1) Twas the Night Bearfore 
Christmas Muffy Mouse, 1995, with swing label, cheese on a plate, 8"/20cm; (2) Muffy Vanderbear Ginger Bear, 1992, with 
swing label, 8"/20cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Good to Excellent boxes; (2). 

 £10 - £20 

2288. Collection of modern issue plush teddy bears, including: Shanghai Toys; Russ Alice's Bear Shop; Salco; The English 
Teddy Bear Company; Russ Woodroffe; Georgia Vienna; Home-made bears; amateur crafted needle-felted dogs and rabbit; 
Boyds Head Bean Collection; plush artist designed bears; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; within four large boxes; (qty). NB The net 
proceeds from this lot will benefit The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk 
Charitable Trust No:1164044 

 £20 - £30 

2289. Collection of modern issue plush teddy bears, animals and cloth dolls, including: Powell Craft (England) rag dolls; 
North American Bear Company Spirit of St Louis Aviator bear; Yakov's Bear Shop boxed Meerkats; Frade boxed plush bear; 
Gund Classic Pooh; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; within two large boxes; (qty). NB The net proceeds from this lot will benefit 
The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust No:1164044 

 £10 - £20 

2290. Gabrielle Designs vintage Paddington Bear, label to rear seam, with card swing label " Please Look After this Bear", 
beige plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black plastic dog nose, wearing red felt hat, green duffle coat and red size five 
Dunlop Wellington boots, some moth damage to felt, Good to Good Plus, 18"/46cm; plus a pair of Rainbow Designs and 
another unidentified plush Paddingtons, Fair Plus to Good; (3). NB The net proceeds from this lot will benefit The Teddy Trust 
(Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust No:1164044 

 £40 - £50 

2291. Charlie Bears Bauble teddy bear, CB 621373, QVC exclusive, 2012-2013, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee and 
Charlie, wine red plush, with swing label, carry bag, Excellent, 13.5"/34cm. NB The net proceeds from this lot will benefit The 
Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust No:1164044 

 £30 - £40 

2292. Collection of vintage teddy bears: (1) Chiltern blue and white mohair teddy bear pram toy, amber and black plastic 
eyes, black plastic dog nose, unjointed, with a tiny tail, internal ting-a-ling, with knitted striped jumper and cotton trousers, 
12"/30cm; (2) Wendy Boston white plush teddy bear, label to right inside leg seam, blue and black plastic eyes, black vertically 
stitched nose, black claw stitching, 12"/30cm; (3) Bush baby, blonde mohair, amber and black glass eyes, brown horizontally 
stitched nose, unjointed, brown claw stitching, plus is worn, 5"/13cm; (4) Chad Valley golden artificial silk plush teddy bear, label 
to side seam, amber and black plastic safety eyes, black vertically stitched nose, unjointed, replacement pads, most of stuffing 
has shifted (only legs have filling), with red woollen trousers, 8"/20cm; (5) Golden mohair teddy bear, amber and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose, unjointed, black claw stitching, some loss of mohair- balding in places, most of stuffing has shifted, 
only lower body and legs are filled, 6.5"/7cm; (6) Real fur koala, missing eyes, 4.25"/11cm; Fair to Good; (6). NB The net 
proceeds from this lot will benefit The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk 
Charitable Trust No:1164044 

 £30 - £40 

2293. Merrythought London Gold pair of vintage teddy bears: (1) golden mohair, 1970s, yellow printed label to sole of right 
foot, amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, dark brown brushed nylon pads, 21"/54cm; (2) 
golden mohair, 1990s, yellow printed label to sole of right foot, brown and black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, 
brown brushed cotton pads, 20"/51cm; Good to Excellent; (2). NB The net proceeds from this lot will benefit The Teddy Trust 
(Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust No:1164044 

 £40 - £50 
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2294. Merrythought trio of modern issue teddy bears: (1) Harrod's exclusive Beefeater, label to sole of right foot, golden 
mohair, jointed at neck, 17"/43cm; (2) British Bertie, LE 43/250, golden mohair, with swing label, partially operative tilt growler, 
13"/33cm; (3) Fortnum & Mason exclusive, label to sole of right foot, beige mohair, 7"/18cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (3). NB 
The net proceeds from this lot will benefit The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). 
www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust No:1164044 

 £30 - £50 

2295. Collection of six Dean's Rag Book and Steiff modern issue teddy bears: (1) Dean's Rag Book Herefordshire, LE 
14/100, blonde mohair, with swing label certificate, 17"/43cm; (2) Dean's Rag Book Samuel, LE 34/100, golden mohair, with 
swing label certificate, 14.5"/.37cm; (3) Dean's Rag Book Bramble Artist Showcase bear, designed by Barbara Miller, blonde 
mohair with brown spikey tip, missing swing label certificate, 15"/38cm; (4) Dean's Rag Book Jean's by Dean's, special for 
Jean's of Blackwood, golden mohair, missing swing label certificate, 12"/30cm; (5) Steiff Charly Cosy teddy bear, yellow tag 
012914, cinnamon plush, with button and cloth tag (tag has ink notation to rear), missing swing label, 12"/30cm; (6) Steiff 
Original blonde plush teddy bear, yellow tag 022760, with button and cloth tag, missing swing label, 11"/28cm; Fair Plus to 
Excellent Plus; (6). NB The net proceeds from this lot will benefit The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of 
Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust No:1164044 

 £40 - £60 

2296. Artist designed teddy bears and others: (1) Teddy Coed artist designed bear, by Susan Davies, cloth sewn-in label to 
rear seam, golden curly mohair, black glass eyes, vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed, suedette pads, 12"/30cm; (2) Jules 
Bears & Crafts Promotion Bear TBS, LE 7/150, blonde mohair, with swing label certificate, 8.5"/22cm; (3) golden mohair bear, 
hand made by Irene Cudmore, with cloth sewn-in label, 8.5"/22cm; (4) Jo-ed (New Zealand) Charles, with swing label, beige 
plush bear, 15.5"/39cm; (5) Golden mohair teddy bear, areas of balding to rear, 16"/41cm; (6) Harrods 1949-1999 year bear, 
brown plush, 18"/46cm; (7) Harrods blonde mohair teddy bear, cloth label to rear seam, 17"/43cm; (8) Harrods Henry beige 
plush teddy bear, cloth label to left leg, 12"/31cm; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (8).  NB The net proceeds from this lot will benefit 
The Teddy Trust (Never underestimate the healing power of Teddy!). www.teddytrust.org.uk Charitable Trust No:1164044 

 £30 - £50 

2297. Quantity of doll and teddy bear reference books, magazines, etc: Simon & Halbig Dolls The Artful Aspect / Jan Foulke; 
Pollock's Dictionary of English Dolls; Kestner King of Dollmakers / Jan Foulke; Sensational 60s Doll Album / A Glenn 
Mandeville; Victorian Doll Clothes / Michelle Hamilton; Dolls and Dolls' Houses / Constance Eileen King; The Romance of Dolls 
& Teddy Bears / Ho Phi Le; The Jumeau Doll / Margaret Whitton; The Collector's Book of Dolls / Brenda Gerwat-Clark; Dolls / 
Antonia Fraser; Dolls / Caroline G Goodfellow; Doll Showcase Magazine- issues #1-4 and #29; Doll Advertiser 
Magazine- issues #15, #17-25, #27-29; British Doll Collectors' News Magazine #49, #52-53, #56-57; House of Nisbet Dolls and 
Teddy Bears catalogue; Fair to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £10 - £30 

2298. Collection of doll's, children's and babies' knitting, sewing and crafting books, patterns and magazines: Heirloom 
Knitting for Dolls / Furze Hewitt; Dolls and How to Make Them / Margaret Hutchings; Dolls Dressmaking / Marilyn Carter; Dress 
up your Dolls / Lise Nymark; Hat Making for Dolls 1855-1916 / 18 Pattern Projects; Knitting & Crocheting for Antique Dolls 
Volume II 1898-1913 / 57 Projects; Annie's Knitting- seven outfits for 18" dolls; Annie's Knitting- fun fashions 8 contemporary 
outfits for 18" dolls; Nicky Epstein Knits for dolls - 25 outfits; Jan Messent's Knit a Fantasy Story; assorted knitting pattern 
leaflets suitable for babies / dolls, etc- mainly photocopies from originals; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

2299. Collection of vintage national costume dolls, includes hard plastic, wooden, Norah Wellings-type sailor; composition; 
cloth; ceramic; etc; largest 20"/51cm and smallest 4"/10cm; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 
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2300. Collection of vintage dolls, includes: MIE hard plastic/vinyl, 11"/28cm; Roddy walker black hard plastic, 13"/33cm; 
Rosebud hard plastic, 12"/30cm; Roddy hard plastic baby, 10"/26cm; Kader hard plastic baby, 20"/51cm; Agrespoly hard plastic 
baby, 12"/30cm; Leonardo vinyl baby, 20"/51cm; D'Nemes vinyl x two, 8"/20cm; celluloid, 27"/69cm; raffia, 22"/56cm; Kader 
hard plastic baby, 16.5"/42cm; vinyl no make baby, 19"/48cm; Hong Kong plastic teenage doll, 18"/46cm; hard plastic baby, no 
make, 12"/30cm; Zapf Creations Maggie Raggies cloth doll, 10"/26cm; home-made cloth doll with celluloid face, 13"/33cm; etc; 
Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2301. Steiff Sooty (Harry Corbett's Sooty Show), white tag 663932, limited edition of 2000, apricot and mohair Teddy Bear 
with black mohair ears, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus box, 12"/30cm. 

 £120 - £140 

2302. Steiff Sweep (from Harry Corbett's Sooty Show), white tag 664410, LE 2000, grey mohair dog, with swing tag and 
certificate, Mint within Good to Good Plus box, 12"/30cm. 

 £100 - £140 

2303. Steiff Soo Panda (from Harry Corbett's Sooty Show), white tag 664106, limited edition of 2000 exclusive to the UK and 
Ireland, black and white mohair Panda wearing printed pink cotton pinafore, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Good to Good 
Plus box, 12"/30cm. 

 £120 - £160 

2304. Steiff Wizard of Oz Musical Dorothy teddy bear, white tag 681998, LE 1939, 2011, cream mohair, wearing blue and 
white gingham dress, with the Wizard of Oz in red diamante applied to foot pad, key wound musical box plays Somewhere Over 
the Rainbow, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Good Plus box, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £200 - £220 

2305. Steiff Wizard of Oz Toto (Dorothy's Dog), white tag 682261, LE 1939, 2012, brown tipped mohair Terrier Dog seated 
within wicker basket from the Wizard of Oz feature film, certificate, Near Mint within Good to Good Plus box, 4"/11cm. 

 £200 - £240 

2306. Steiff Rupert the Bear Classic, white tag 653599, LE 1973, 2008, UK & Ireland exclusive, brown mohair, Near Mint to 
Mint, within Good to Good Plus box with certificate, 11"/28cm. 

 £100 - £120 

2307. Steiff Rupert the Bear Bill Badger Classic, white tag 653636, LE 1500, 2010, UK & Ireland exclusive, white mohair, 
Near Mint, within Good to Good Plus box, with certificate, 11"/28cm. 

 £60 - £80 

2308. Steiff Rupert the Bear Edward Trunk Classic, white tag 653575, limited edition of 1500 exclusive to UK and Ireland, 
grey mohair Elephant, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Good to Good Plus box, 11"/28cm. 

 £60 - £80 

2309. Steiff Rupert the Bear Algy Classic, white tag 653582, limited edition of 1500 exclusive to the UK and Ireland, light 
brown alpaca Pug Dog, certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus box, 12"/30cm. 

 £60 - £80 

2310. Steiff Classic Rupert the Bear, alpaca teddy bear, white tag 653568, LE 3000, 2007, exclusive to the UK & Ireland, 
certificate, Near Mint, in box 11"/28cm. 

 £60 - £80 
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2311. Steiff Rupert the Bear Classic Podgy Pig, white tag 653629, LE 1500, 2009, UK & Ireland exclusive, pink mohair, Near 
Mint to Mint, within Good box with certificate, 12.25"/31cm. 

 £70 - £90 

2312. Steiff Yes / No teddy bear, white tag 656569, LE 1500, blonde mohair, mechanism is operated by his tail, with chest 
tag and certificate, Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus box. 

 £30 - £50 

2313. Steiff QVC Year Bear 2014, white tag 664243, LE 1500, Swarovski crystal button within ear, and 2014 in Swarovski 
crystals on the right foot pad, light blonde mohair, with swing label, certificate, Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Box, 
10.5"/27cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2314. Steiff British Collectors' teddy bear 2010, white tag 663291, LE 3000, light blonde mohair, Near Mint, with chest tag, 
certificate, within Good Plus to Excellent box, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2315. Steiff Caramel Tipped British Collectors' teddy bear 2012, white tag 664205, caramel tipped mohair, LE 2000, 2012, 
Near Mint to Mint, with chest tag, complete with certificate, within Good box, 14"/36cm. 

 £50 - £70 

2316. Steiff Louis teddy bear, Club Edition 2012, white tag 421235, production limited to year, burgundy alpaca / cotton, with 
swing label, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus box, 14.5"/37cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2317. Steiff teddy bear 1911 replica, Club edition 2011, white tag 421174, LE 3000, sand mohair, with chest tag, certificate, 
copy of The Chosen One DVD, Near Mint, within Good to Good Plus box, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2318. Steiff Chestnut Club edition 2014 teddy bear, white tag 421310, LE 2014, green mohair / cotton, reminiscent of a 
chestnut tree's green leaves, several green wool felt hand-cut leaves adorn his neck, attached on a natural brown cord. 
Chestnut's paw pads are covered in pretty lace, over pale mint cotton jersey, which is matched by his hand-stitched nose and 
claws. He bears the Steiff gold-plated button in ear with special elephant motif for 2014 celebrating 110 years since the first 
button in ear. Near Mint, within Good Plus box, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2319. Steiff Club Annual Edition 2010 teddy bear, white tag 421105, production limited to the year 2010, cream mohair, Near 
Mint to Mint, with certificate, Good Plus to Excellent box, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2320. Steiff Christmas 2010 Musical teddy bear, white tag 036699, LE 1500, pale cream mohair, key wound musical 
movement plays Joy to the World, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate, Good to Good Plus box, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2321. Steiff Titanic Centenary Bear, white tag 663888. Black mohair, Danbury Mint LE to 2011 - 2012. Accompanied by hand 
painted Titanic model. Felt on paw pads damaged due to infestation. With certificate. Good to Good Plus, Within Good Plus to 
Excellent box. 10.5"/26cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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2322. Steiff Peter Jones Buckingham teddy bear, white tag 662577, limited edition of 1500, brown tipped pale blonde mohair, 
with velvet pads, Swarovski crystal embroidery and pendant, celebrating the Diamond Wedding Anniversary of the Queen and 
Prince Phillip in 2007, Near Mint to Mint with certificate, Excellent box, outer trade carton, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2323. Steiff Danbury Mint Jack the Rare Black Alpaca Bear, white tag 662546, LE to year 2007, wearing green studded Steiff 
collar, certificate, Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box, 10.25"/26cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2324. Steiff Danbury Mint Jill, White Alpaca Bear, white tag 662683, LE to year 2007, wearing pink studded Steiff collar, 
certificate, Near Mint, Good Plus to Excellent box, 10.25"/26cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2325. Steiff Lladro Saxophone Player Teddy Bear, white tag 677656, limited edition of 1000, grey alpaca bear with musical 
mechanism playing The Pink Panther theme by Henry Mancini, Mint, with certificate, within Good to Good Plus original box, 
10.75"/76cm. 

 £60 - £80 

2326. Steiff Club Edition 2013 Teddy Bear Louise, white tag 421259, pale pink alpaca. Near Mint, within Good Plus to 
Excellent box, with certificate. 13"/33cm 

 £40 - £50 

2327. Steiff The Elvis Bear, white tag 682162, russet mohair, LE 1500, features Elvis in rhinestones on his foot and a 
clockwork music box playing (let me be your) Teddy Bear. Near Mint within Good Plus to Excellent box, certificate. 11.5"/29cm 

 £50 - £70 

2328. Steiff British Collector's 2011 teddy bear, white tag 663901, LE 2000, black mohair, with chest tag, certificate, Near 
Mint to Mint, in Good Plus to Excellent box, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2329. Steiff Wedding Party Bride's Mother, white tag 038075, limited edition of 500, grey curly mohair on beige backing 
Teddy Bear, clothed like a "Fairytale of Yesteryear" in the style of Bavarian King Ludwig II, mother of the bride wears a grey 
linen dress finished with cream lace collar, beige, yellow and red printed tartan pinafore, traditional lace undergarments and fur 
trimmed leather shoes, she carries a wicker basket containing knitted jumper. Near Mint within Good to Good Plus box, 
certificate, 12"/31cm. 

 £80 - £120 

2330. Steiff British Collectors' 2007 Old black Bear, white tag 662508, grey tipped mohair, wearing pale pink silk neck tie, LE 
3000, chest tag, certificate, Near Mint, Good box, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2331. Steiff 1912 black mohair teddy bear replica, named "Othello", white tag 403088, LE 1912, with chest tag, certificate, 
Excellent to Near Mint, Good to Good Plus box, 19.75"/50cm. 

 £50 - £70 

2332. Steiff Personalised Bride Bear, yellow tag 001963, natural white mohair. Personalised with Heather on the right foot 
and 16th April 2011 on the left foot, otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Good to Good Plus box. Swing tag. No 
certificate. 11.5"/29cm 

 £30 - £40 
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2333. Steiff Personalised Bridegroom Bear, yellow tag 001963, natural white mohair. Personalised with Peter on the right foot 
and 16th April 2011 on the left foot, otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Good to Good Plus box. Swing tag. No 
certificate. 11.5"/29cm 

 £30 - £40 

2334. Steiff Club golden blonde teddy bear, white tag 420955, 2008, LE to year, Steiff Club Member Edition, Near Mint, 
including Good embroidered black cotton bag. Certificate (envelope marked), 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2335. Steiff 2009 Club Edition Teddy Bear, white tag 420979, limited to the year 2009, brass mohair, Near Mint, complete 
with certificate and drawstring bag, 11.75"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2336. Steiff Danbury Mint Royal 60th Diamond Wedding Bear, charcoal grey mohair Teddy Bear, white tag 662690, limited 
edition 2007, with 60th Anniversary Medallion on pink ribbon, silver embroidery to foot pads "1947-2007", with certificate, Near 
Mint within Good Plus drawstring bag, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2337. Steiff QVC Exclusive Bear of the Year 2008, white tag 662638, LE 1500, black mohair, Excellent to Near Mint, in 
original drawstring bag with certificate, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2338. Steiff Classic Pooh, Winnie the Pooh, large golden mohair teddy bear, edition released for North America and UK, 
white tag 680298, limited edition of 3500, swing label certificate, Near Mint with Fair to Good embroidered drawstring bag, 
20"/50cm. 

 £60 - £80 

2339. Steiff Eeyore Winnie the Pooh large grey mohair Donkey, 2004, Special Edition for North America and the UK, Walt 
Disney Showcase, white tag 662317, LE 1500, black drawstring bag, swing label certificate, Near Mint, 14"/35cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2340. Steiff Piglet Winnie the Pooh Walt Disney Showcase large pink mohair Pig, white tag 662324, LE 1500, 2006, swing 
label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint. 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2341. Steiff Tigger Winnie the Pooh, large golden mohair Tigger, 2006, Special Edition for North America and the UK, white 
tag 653483, LE 1500, black drawstring bag, swing label certificate, Near Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2342. Mattel Barbie Dolls x 4. Barbie Collector 2005 Holiday Bob Mackie G8058, Near Mint within Good to Good Plus box. 
Barbie The Island Princess, Princess Luciana K8105, Near Mint within Good Plus to Excellent box. Barbie and the Three 
Musketeers Corinne N7003, Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box. Barbie Princess Bride 28251 with mirror, brush & 
instructions, Good Plus to Excellent, within Good to Good Plus opened box. (4) 

 £30 - £50 

2343. Mattel Barbie Dolls x 4. Barbie Collector Edition Swan Ballerina from Swan Lake 53867, Near Mint, within Good Plus to 
Excellent box. Barbie Happy Birthday 2008 N6540, Near Mint within Near Mint sealed box. Barbie Avon Victorian Ice Skater 
Special Edition 27431, Good plus to Excellent, within Good to Good Plus opened box. Barbie Avon Blushing Bride 26074, Near 
Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box. (4) 

 £30 - £50 
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2344. Mattel Barbie Dolls x 5. Barbie Movie Star 25466, with brush, bag and jacket, MISSING body glitter, Good to Good 
Plus, within Fair to Good box. Barbie Rapunzel 55532 Good Plus to Excellent, within Good Plus to Excellent opened box. 
Barbie Collector Edition Peppermint Candy Cane from The Nutcracker 57578, Excellent to Near Mint, within Good to Good Plus 
box. Barbie Sugarplum Princess from The Nutcracker 50792, Good Plus to Excellent, within Fair box (hand written note on 
inside of the packaging, not visible when box is closed). Barbie Avon Timeless Silhouette 29050, Good to Good Plus, within 
Good to Good Plus box. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

2345. Mattel Barbie Dolls x 6. Barbie Collector Edition Princess of Ireland 53367 with certificate, Good to Good Plus, within 
Good to Good Plus opened box. Barbie Glamorous Gala B2722, Good to Good plus, within Good to Good Plus opened box. 
Barbie Happy Birthday 54219, Near Mint, within Fair to Good opened box. Barbie Sleeping Beauty 20489 with cushion, Good to 
Good Plus, within Fair opened box. Barbie Bridesmaid 57424, Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box. Barbie Tooth Fairy 
50622 with bag, Good to Good Plus, within Fair to Good opened box (hand written note on inside of the box, not visible when 
box is closed). (6) 

 £40 - £60 

2346. Mattel Barbie assorted collection of items, to include  VHS's, DVD's, annuals from 2000's, musical Jewellery box, 
necklace, pocket library, Barbie shaped unopened bubble bath. All Good to Near Mint. Also includes Dora the Explorer annuals 
and Dora the Explorer DVD's in Good to Near Mint condition. (qty) 

 £10 - £20 

2347. Assorted collection of mixed teenage fashion dolls, including Mattel Barbie, Hasbro Sindy, Disney plus others, with 
small bag of mixed clothes. All generally Fair Plus to Good. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2348. Steiff Pair: (1) PomPom Pets Finch, German, yellow tag 7113/08 1968-1983. Woollen bird with plastic feet, complete 
with button and yellow tag, Excellent, 2"/5cm. (2) Diggy Badger, Plush, yellow tag 1840/26, 1986 - 1988, Good (2) 

 £20 - £30 

2349. Pair of vintage German teddy bears; (1) Steiff Zotty Teddy Bear 1960s, frosted tipped mohair, brown and black plastic 
eyes, brown horizontally nose, inset felt mouth on mohair muzzle, felt pads, fully jointed. Missing button. 11"/28cm. Excellent. 
(2) Teddy Bear 1950s, Good Plus. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2350. Pair of vintage teddy bears and a golly. (1) German mohair Teddy Bear 1950s, replacement amber and black eyes, 
remains of black nose stitching, excelsior stuffing exposed on paw pads and feet, felt disintegrated on feet. Poor. (2) 
European/German Teddy Bear 1920s -30s, mohair fragile. (3) Golly, hand knitted, 1960s, with googly eyes. Good. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2351. Schildkrot-Puppen Inge Doll, German, 1950s, celluloid, embossed turtle mark 42, painted eyes, blonde moulded hair, 
right arm is a replacement (from manufacturer with invoice), small crack to the left leg, some nail varnish to fingers and toes 
otherwise Good, 16"/42cm, NB: see page 149 of Celluloid Dolls / Anne Stitz; together with box of clothes, mainly home made 
(some proprietary made clothing); plus some costume dolls. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2352. Walking Wendy Doll x 2, etc: (1) Walking Wendy, hard plastic, with two sets clothes and one pair of shoes, Good Plus 
to Excellent, within Fair to Good box, 25"/64cm. (2) Walking Wendy, hard plastic, with clothing and a pair of shoes, Good Plus 
to Excellent, within Fair to Good box, 25"/64cm. (3) Wooden crib, height - 18"/44.5cm, length - 26"/66cm, width, 13"/33cm, Fair 
to Good. (3) 

 £10 - £20 
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2353. Collection of vintage dolls, soft toys etc: (1 - 3) Merrythought three green plush hippos, each with yellow printed label to 
sole of foot, one with replacement felt pads, Fair Plus to Good, average length 18"/46cm; (4) Palitoy vinyl doll, Fair Plus to 
Good, 17"/43cm; (5) Margaret Jones modern bisque Duke of Edinburgh character doll, dressed in highland costume, Excellent 
to Excellent Plus, within Fair box, 21"/53cm; (6-7) Rosebud pair of composition baby dolls, each with five piece jointed body, 
Poor 20"/51cm and 16"/41cm. (7) 

 £20 - £30 

2354. Collection of plush soft toys, dolls, games and jigsaws etc, includes: Patsy B Marketing Sooty, Sweep and Soo plush 
glove puppets; Fisher-Price Little Snoopy wooden pull-along dog; OK Kader hard plastic baby doll; MIE vinyl doll; doll's wooden 
cot; Pedal-Go; Triple 'A' and other vinyl zoo animals, etc; assorted jigsaws and games, Fisher - Price tool set; pre-school 
wooden building blocks and merry go round; all unchecked for completeness, Fair to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2355. Bluebird Polly Pocket pair of vintage playsets: (1) Polly Pocket Beach House, green shell compact set with two dolls; 
(2) Polly Pocket Midge's Play School, yellow with two figures and car. Good. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2356. Collection of modern issue plush soft toys and books; including Winnie the Pooh, The Bearington Collection, Bear in 
the Big Blue House etc, some with mechanical music and battery operated movements. A Bear Called Paddington by Michael 
Bond 1986 book and The Bear Nobody Wanted by Janet and Allen Ahlberg 1982 book, plus small amount of dolls clothes. All 
Fair to Good. (16) 

 £10 - £20 

2357. Collection of various sized modern issue pot clowns, some with mechanical movement and music. All Good to Good 
Plus. (qty) 

 £10 - £20 

2358. The Franklin Mint Rose, The Official Titanic Vinyl Portrait Doll, wearing the red and black Gown Ensemble, includes 
stand, butterfly hair pin, necklace and earrings with tag and certificate. 16"/41cm. Excellent to Near Mint. No box. 

 £60 - £80 

2359. The Franklin Mint Rose Titanic The Dinner Dress Ensemble, includes jewellery, shoes and bag, with certificate. 
Excellent to Near Mint, within Good to Excellent opened box. 

 £30 - £40 

2360. The Franklin Mint Rose Titanic The Yellow and White Strolling Ensemble, includes jewellery, shoes and bag, with 
certificate. Excellent to Near Mint, within Good to Excellent opened box. 

 £30 - £40 

2361. The Franklin Mint Rose Titanic The Blue and White Suit Ensemble, includes jewellery, hat, gloves, shoes and parasol, 
with certificate. Excellent to Near Mint, within Good to Excellent opened box. 

 £30 - £40 

2362. The Franklin Mint Rose Titanic The White and Lilac Dress, includes jewellery and shoes, with certificate. Excellent to 
Near Mint, within Good to Excellent opened box. 

 £30 - £40 

2363. The Franklin Mint Rose Titanic Dress Form, with certificate. Good Plus to Excellent, within Good Plus opened box. 
15"/38cm. 

 £10 - £20 
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2364. The Franklin Mint Titanic Rose Wardrobe Trunk, with 4 drawers, 6 hangers, tag and certificate, approx 9.25"/24.8cm 
wide x 16.5"/41.9cm high x 11.25"/28.6cm deep when closed. Excellent to Near Mint. 

 £70 - £100 

2365. The Franklin Mint Titanic Rose Safe with miniature replica of Le Couer de la Mer (Heart of the Ocean) necklace. The 
safe features a spinning combination. 4.25" (10.5cm) wide x 5" (12.7cm) high x 4" (10.2cm) deep. Missing certificate. Excellent. 
(2) 

 £70 - £100 

2366. Quantity of mixed vinyl, porcelain figures and plush soft toys. (1) BullyLand Disney small Snow White and Dwarfs plus 
Aladdin figures x 16, approx 4" (10cm) & 2.5" (7cm) tall. (2) Nicol Disney Snow White and Seven Dwarfs porcelain figures x 8, 
approx 5.5" (14cm) & 2.5" (7cm) tall. (3) Disney Snow White and Seven Dwarfs vinyl figures x 8, approx 7.5" (19cm) & 5.5" 
(14cm) tall. (4) The Disney Store The Little Mermaid Ariel keyring, approx 6" (15cm) length, with tag. (5) The Disney Store vinyl 
101 Dalmatians vinyl figures, approx 5" (13cm) tall, in plastic carry bag. (6) Set of three Disney character shaped bottles, 
Mickey (damaged), Minnie and Donald Duck (damaged), approx 9" (24cm) tall. (7) Royal Doulton Disney 101 Dalmatians Pups 
in the Armchair ornament, within Good opened box. (8) Beano Dennis the Menace and Desperate Dan figures, approx 5" 
(13cm) tall. (9) Small Teletubbie LaLa plush soft toy & Crocodile Creek Maisy soft toy, both with tags. (10) Porcelain Puppet 
Palace wind-up moving musical ornament and 2 x small elephants. All Poor to Good Plus. (10) 

 £10 - £30 

2367. Hallmark Keepsake Star Wars ornaments x 3: (1) Princess Leia, Collector's Series 2005, Near Mint within Good Plus to 
Excellent opened box. (2) Darth Vader, Empire Strikes Back, features magic voice, untested. Excellent, with Good to Good Plus 
opened box. (3) Darth Maul, Episode I, Excellent, within Good Plus opened box. (3) 

 £10 - £20 

2368. The World of Beatrix Potter Peter Rabbit's Blackberry Game with instructions, Near Mint, within Excellent box. The 
World of Beatrix Potter Paths and Burrows Game with instructions, Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box. Christopher 
Robin's Pooh goes Home to Bed game with instructions, Excellent, within Good Plus to Excellent box. (3) 

 £10 - £30 

2369. Action Replay Batman Returns movie viewer with film cartridge, sealed and un-used, within Good (sticker tear) 
packaging. Action Replay Terminator 2 Judgment Day movie film cartridge, sealed and un-used, within Good Plus to Excellent 
packaging. Warner Bros. Store Exclusive Wizard of Oz Scarecrow plush, approx. 17" / 43cm, Good. Hallmark Keepsake 
ornament Barbie 45th anniversary 2004, within Good Plus to Excellent opened box. Solido 50th Anniversary of the Liberation 
1944 1994 GMC 353 "Tourelleau" 2e DB, within Good Plus opened packaging. Lledo Promotional Models "Collect It!" car, 
within Good opened packaging. Mechanical moving money box, with penny tray and moving head, unboxed, Good. (7) 

 £10 - £30 

2370. Quantity of mechanical and battery operated novelty toys: Disney's 101 Dalmatians Tug O'War Fidget with pull dog tag, 
Good to Excellent, within Good Plus packaging. Happy Clown battery operated musical walking clown with blowing bubbles 
action, Good Plus, within Good opened packaging. Animal's Family Roll Over Puppy, Good, within Good opened packaging. 
Spencer Gifts Cutie Spaniel battery operated, Fair, within Good to Good Plus opened packaging. Battery operated Teddy bear 
drumming, with swing tag, Good, within Good opened packaging. Truquin Maravillas Spanish wind up circus clown, with 
accessories, Good to Good Plus, within Fair to Good opened packaging. Carl Original battery operated cat with ball, unboxed, 
Fair. Happy Skating Sweet Lass, with skateboard, missing velcro pad on foot and missing left hand, Poor, within Fair opened 
packaging. Tin plate clockwork aeroplane toy with 3 planes, includes key, damaged propeller to one plane, unboxed, Fair. All 
untested. (9) 

 £10 - £30 
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2371. Kenner Upsy Baby pull string doll No. 2663, in original outfit with instruction booklet, Spanish text on box, untested, 
Good, within Fair to Good opened packaging. Danbury Mint Mother's Loving Touch porcelain doll, includes accessories and 
stand, Good Plus to Excellent, within Good opened box. Anne Geddes Baby Bunnies in Easter Egg, Excellent to Near Mint, 
within Good Plus opened packaging. Jesmar Mini Lacitos doll, with hair brush and comb, Fair to Good, within Fair opened 
packaging. TY Beanie Babies Collectors Club Platinum Membership Case Kit, with bear, collectors cards, coin, membership 
certificate and card, unopened. Modern issue Born to Play Andy Pandy soft toy, approx 12" / 30cm, Good, within Good Plus 
packaging. 8 pieces of Puppenstuben-Museum miniature doll's house furniture with certificates, Good Plus to Excellent, within 
Good Plus opened boxes. (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

2372. Quantity of Enid Blyton Noddy books, card game, jigsaws etc: (1) Noddy books x 77, includes annuals and stories, 
hard back and paperback, all Poor to Good Plus. (2) Chad Valley Noddy box of 3 puzzles with 6 pieces each, complete within 
Poor to Fair box. (3) Enid Blyton's  Noddy Stories Cheer up little Noddy Do look out Noddy- cassette, only, Good. (4) Michael 
Stanfield Noddy Giant Picture Card Game, unchecked for completeness, Fair within Poor packaging. (5) Noddy & Friends 
Royal Mail Smilers ten 1st class stamps Noddy & Big Ears, 2 sets, sealed. (6) Mixed collection of annuals including Beano, 
Eagle, Jackie, The Roger Moore Adventure Book, Enid Blyton, Giles etc. Good. (qty) 

 £10 - £20 

2373. Quantity of Noddy soft toys and plastic figures, ornaments etc. (1) 3 x Elgate Products Noddy ornaments including Mr 
Milko and cart, Mr Sparks and car and Mr Plod and Gobbo (damaged - Gobbo's foot is snapped off but present, crack to 
Gobbo's neck, and chipped milk bottle), all with original Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) Noddy plastic jack in the box, 4" / 10cm 
high x 4" / 10cm wide, Good to Good Plus. (3) Pelham Puppets Noddy, no strings or control bar, 9" / 23cm, Poor. (4) 
Assortment of various sized plastic Noddy figures, including Noddy, Big Ears, Mr Plod & Tessie Bear, Fair to Good. (5) 
Assortment of various sized Noddy soft toys x 8 including Noddy, Tessie Bear Big Ears and Mr Plod, Fair to Good. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2374. Lebkuchen Schmidt pair of promotional collectables for 2003: (1) Althans Nostalgie - Sammler-Bar 2003, LE 
1230/2000, blonde wavy sparse mohair with brown backing and tilt growler, complete with hand signed certificate and 
associated leaflet, 12.5" / 32cm, Near Mint within Fair Plus to Good box; (2) Kunstler - Jahrespuppe 2003 Lilly, artist designed 
bisque doll, dressed in provincial costume, Excellent. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2375. Pair of modern issue plush teddy bears and a Noddy figure: Merrythought Hope bear, black plush with brown plastic 
eyes, LE, with ribbon, Good to Excellent, unboxed, approx. 6"/15cm. The Great British Teddy Bear Company "The Veteran", 
blonde plush with brown plastic eyes, dressed in a navy coloured-suit jacket with shirt and tie, with medal and poppy attached 
and beret, comes in army style khaki bag, with booklet, Good Plus to Excellent, approx 8.5"/22cm. Vilac push-along plush 
Noddy on wooden handle, Good to Good Plus, approx. 15"/38cm excluding wooden handle. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

2376. Quantity of mixed soft toys x 16, including Disney Store, Keel Toys, National Army Museum etc, Various sizes. All 
Good to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £10 - £20 
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2377. Steiff Annual Club Club Gifts x 10 miniatures: (1) 1999/2000 Teddy Bear 7cm, dark brown mohair, white tag and chest 
tag, original box with certificate. (2) 2001/2002 Teddy Bear 7cm, white mohair, white tag and chest tag, original box with 
certificate. (3) 2002/2003 Teddy Bear 7cm, cinnamon mohair, white tag and chest tag, original box with certificate. (4) 2008 
Teddy Bear 10cm, White alpaca, white tag and chest tag, unboxed, missing certificate. (5) 2009 Teddy Bear 10cm EAN 
420962, Black alpaca, white tag and chest tag, original box with certificate. (6) 2010 Teddy Bear 10cm EAN 421129, grey 
alpaca, white tag and chest tag, original box (damaged) with certificate. (7) 2011 Teddy Bear 10cm EAN 421167, chocolate 
brown alpaca, white tag and chest tag, original box with certificate. (8) 2014 Teddy Bear 10cm EAN 421303, green mohair, 
white tag and chest tag with swing tag on foot, original box with certificate. (9) 2015 Teddy Bear 10cm EAN 421358, brown 
tipped mohair, white tag, chest tag and tied swing tag, original box, with certificate. (10) 2016 Teddy Bear 10cm EAN 421372,  
blonde tipped mohair, white tag, chest tag and tied swing tag, original box with certificate. Each is Excellent to Near Mint. (11) 
Steiff miniature teddy bear 030123, 10cm, with yellow tag and chest tag, Excellent, missing box and certificate. (11) 

 £50 - £60 

2378. Steiff Club Edition 2020 teddy bear, white tag 421617, with swing label, grey wool felt, with Swarovski crystals 
dragonfly design, with satin and tulle lace bow, the nose is stitched in apricot coloured yarn, with certificate (envelope slightly 
marked), missing box, Excellent to Near Mint. 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2379. Steiff Club Edition 2019 teddy bear, white tag 421549, cappuccino felt, adorned with a Swarovski crystal lizard, with 
swing labels, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box, 12.5"/31cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2380. Steiff pair: (1) Steiff Pummy Husky dog, grey and white plush, yellow tag 083600, complete with chest tag and swing 
label, 7.5"/19cm. (2) Steiff Edgar Christmas teddy bear, white plush, yellow tag 111723, complete with chest tag and swing 
label 11.5"/30cm. Both Good Plus to Excellent. (2). 

 £40 - £50 

2381. Quantity of TY Beanie Buddies x 15; including bears, rabbits, elephant, birds etc, various sizes, all with tags. Plus 
assortment of various soft toys x 15 including The Snowman, Disney, The Hedgehogs of Leafy Lane and other animals, various 
sizes, all Good to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

2382. British vintage golden mohair teddy bear 1930s to 1950s, missing eyes (one is a replacement), black vertically stitched 
nose with elongated outer drop stitches, fully jointed, worn and fragile in places with loss of mohair, cloth pads (holed), remains 
of black claw stitching, stuffing has shifted within limbs, arms are both split above paw pads, inoperative press squeaker, Poor 
Plus, 20.5"/52cm 

 £30 - £40 

2383. Steiff Teddy Bear Bell-Ringer Ornament 2003, white tag 037870, Cream mohair, LE, complete with box and certificate. 
Near Mint within Good Plus to Excellent box. 4.5"/11cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2384. Merrythought Harrods exclusive Detective / Sherlock Holmes Bear, blonde mohair, with green stitched label on foot 
and swing tag, dressed in detective style outfit including deerstalker hat. Good Plus to Excellent. 18"/46cm. Harrods Christmas 
Teddy Bear 2002 Giles, foot dated, with swing tag, Good Plus to Excellent. 13"/33cm. Modern issue porcelain jester style 
musical wind up mechanical doll, in gold outfit, Good Plus to Excellent, Good (sticker tear) opened box. 9"/23cm. (3) 

 £40 - £50 
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2385. Steiff Club Membership Bears x 4: (1) 2012 burgundy alpaca EAN 421228, White tag and chest tag, with certificate, 
missing box, 10cm/4"; (2) 2013 pale pink mohair EAN 421273, white tag and chest tag, with certificate, missing box, 10cm/4"; 
(3) 2014 green mohair EAN 421303, white tag and chest, with certificate, missing box, 10cm/4"; (4) 2015 brown tipped EAN 
421358, white tag and chest, with ribbon tie from head, with certificate, missing box, 10cm/4". (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2386. Steiff Vienna Ballerina Teddy Bear, Austrian Exclusive, 2004, white tag 661556, LE 1500, apricot mohair, certificate, 
musical movement, certificate (creased), discoloured, missing box, Good to Good Plus. 12.5"/32cm. 

 £60 - £80 

2387. Steiff Classic reproduction 1903 Classic Teddy Bear, Mr Cinnamon, caramel mohair, yellow tag 000188, with tilt 
growler, chest tag and swing label, Good Plus to Excellent,  12"/30cm 

 £50 - £60 

2388. Mattel Barbie Dolls of the World x 6: (1) Dolls of the World 20 years anniversary Spanish Barbie 24670, Near Mint, 
within Fair to Good packaging. (2) Dolls of the World Princess of England B3459, Near Mint, within Good to Good Plus 
packaging. (3) Dolls of the World Princess of Ancient Greece, Near Mint, within Good Plus packaging. (4) Dolls of the World 
Princess of Ireland 53367, Near Mint, within Fair to Good packaging. (5) Dolls of the World Princess of India 28374, Near Mint, 
within Good to Good Plus packaging. (6) Dolls of the World Princess of the Danish Court 56216, Near Mint, within Good to 
Good Plus packaging. (6) 

 £50 - £80 

2389. Mattel Barbie and Shelly dolls x 7; (1) Barbie imessage girls H0434, Near Mint, within Fair (split to bottom plastic) 
packaging. (2) Barbie Fashion Show G3673, with light up shirt, Near Mint, within Good to Good Plus packaging. (3) Barbie Cali 
Girl Summer C6789, Near Mint, within Fair to Good packaging. (4) Barbie Glam Teresa M34599, Near Mint, within Fair 
packaging. (5) Shelly Club Holiday Party H8615, Near Mint, within Fair packaging. (6) Shelly Club Shelly 24596, dressed as 
princess, Near Mint, within Good to Good Plus packaging. (7) Barbie The Princess and the Pauper Shelly doll C4948, Near 
Mint, within Good packaging. (7) 

 £40 - £60 

2390. Mattel Barbie Dolls x 9 plus bust; (1) Barbie Superman Returns Lois Lane J5288, includes poster, Near Mint, within 
Good to Good Plus packaging. (2) Barbie Fashionistas Hollywood Divas Swappin' Styles Sassy V9515, Excellent to Near Mint, 
within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (3) Barbie Fashionistas Swappin' Styles Sassy V7145, Excellent, within Fair opened 
packaging. (4) Barbie Fashionistas Swappin' Styles Artsy V7146, Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair opened packaging. (5) 
Barbie Fashionistas Swappin' Styles Glam T7413, with swing label attached to box, Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair opened 
packaging. (6) Barbie Fashionistas Swappin' Styles Glam V4380, Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair opened packaging. (7) 
Barbie Fashionistas Wild R9881, Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair opened packaging. (8) Barbie Fashionistas Sweetie T3327, 
Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair opened packaging. (9) Barbie Glamour T7580, Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair opened 
packaging. (10) Barbie Fashionistas Swappin' Styles Swappable Heads T9125, with swing tag attached to box, Excellent to 
Near Mint, within Good opened packaging. (10) 

 £60 - £80 

2391. Barbie Exclusive Mattel Just Married Wedding Car with Barbie and Ken Dolls M1343, Good to Good Plus, within Fair 
opened packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2392. Mattel Barbie Princess Collection Princesses x 3: (1) Barbie as Cinderella C4895, Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair 
opened packaging. (2) Barbie as Sleeping Beauty C4897, Excellent to Near Mint, within Good to Good Plus opened packaging. 
(3) Barbie as Snow White C4896, Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair opened packaging. (3) 

 £20 - £30 
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2393. Mattel Barbie Fairytopia Dolls x 3: (1) Barbie Fairytopia Pink Sparkle Fairy B5734, Excellent, within Fair opened 
packaging. (2) Barbie Fairytopia Blue Sparkle Fairy B5735, Excellent, within Good Plus to Excellent opened packaging. (3) 
Barbie Fairytopia Lavender Sparkle Fairy B5736, Excellent, within Good Plus opened packaging. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

2394. Mattel Barbie Princess Dolls x 6: (1) Barbie as Princess & the Pea Carnival Ball J0997, complete with accessories, 
Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair opened packaging. (2) Barbie Princess Bride 28251, with mirror, Good Plus, within Good 
Plus opened packaging. (3) Barbie Rapunzel 18164, Excellent to Near Mint, within Good opened packaging. (4) Barbie Snow 
White The "Apple" 56035, Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent opened packaging. (5) Barbie Beauty from 
Beauty & the Beast "The Rose" 56034, Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair opened packaging. (6) Barbie Sleeping Beauty 
B1315, Excellent to Near Mint, within Good to Good Plus opened packaging. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

2395. Mattel Barbie dolls x 6: (1)  Generation Girl Dance Party Barbie 28253, complete with accessories, Excellent to Near 
Mint, within Good to Good Plus packaging. (2) Generation Girl Nichelle 20966, complete with accessories, Excellent, within 
Good Plus opened packaging. (3)  Beyond Pink Barbie 20017, includes cassette and guitar, Excellent, within Good Plus 
packaging. (4) Beyond Pink Teresa friend of Barbie 20018, includes cassette, guitar and sunglasses, Excellent to Near Mint, 
within Good opened packaging. (5) Barbie Diaries J7874 including accessories, Good Plus to Excellent, within Fair opened 
packaging. (6) Horse Lovin' Barbie 23576, Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

2396. Mattel Barbie dolls pair: (1) Mattel Barbie LE Flowers in Fashion Fourth in the Series 53935, Excellent, within Good to 
Good Plus opened packaging. (2) Barbie Collector 2016 Holiday DGX98, Excellent, within Fair to Good opened packaging. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2397. Mattel Barbie Fashion Fever Makeup Chic x 3: (1) Barbie Fashion Fever Makeup Chic blonde hair doll J4182, with 
accessories, Excellent, within Good Plus packaging. (2) Barbie Fashion Fever Makeup Chic brown haired doll J4183, with 
accessories, Excellent, within Good Plus packaging. (3) Barbie Fashion Fever Makeup Chic blonde hair doll J5972, with 
accessories, Excellent, within Good Plus packaging. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2398. Mattel Barbie Fashion Fever Dolls x 8: (1) Barbie H0866, with swing tag (creased) on packaging, includes poster, 
Excellent to Near Mint, within Excellent packaging. (2) Barbie H0645, with swing tag on packaging, includes poster, Excellent to 
Near Mint, within Excellent packaging. (3) Barbie J1328, with swing tag on packaging, includes poster, Excellent to Near Mint, 
within Excellent packaging. (4) Barbie H0867 with swing tag on packaging, includes poster, Excellent to Near Mint, within 
Excellent packaging. (5) Barbie H0660 with swing tag on packaging, includes poster, Excellent to Near Mint, within Excellent 
packaging. (6) Teresa H0897, with swing tag on packaging, includes poster, Excellent to Near Mint, within Excellent packaging. 
(7) Teresa H0873, with swing tag on packaging, includes poster, Excellent to Near Mint, within Excellent packaging. (8) Kayla 
H0893, with swing tag on packaging, includes poster, Excellent to Near Mint, within Excellent packaging. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

2399. Mattel Fashion Fever dolls x 9: (1) Fashion Fever Teresa K8413. (2) Raquelle K8416. (3) Teresa L3326. (4) Fashion 
Fever Hair Highlights J9236, with accessories. (5) Fashion Fever Summer L9539. (6) Teresa Winter Prom N7469. (7) Barbie 
Denim & Lace N7474. (8) Teresa Disco Ball (ice blue party dress) N6189. (9) Summer M6575. All dolls are Excellent, within 
Good to Good Plus opened packaging (9) 

 £50 - £80 

2400. Mattel Barbie Happy Family Pregnant Midge and baby doll, 2002, #56663, 3-in-one crib, cradle and changing table, 
plus baby toys and small accessories, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. 

 £20 - £40 
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2401. Mattel Barbie dolls x 5: (1) Mattel Christie Friend of Barbie Glam 'n Groom 26252, with dog and accessories, Near Mint, 
within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (2) Barbie Paris 26268, with accessories, Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus to 
Excellent packaging. (3) Barbie Timeless Silhouette 29050, Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus packaging. (4) Barbie 
Boutique/Hip 2 Be Square 28313, Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus packaging. (5) Barbie With Love Valentine doll, with 
valentine card and accessories, Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

2402. Mattel Barbie Dolls x 6: Hollywood Teresa Friend of Barbie 24244, Hollywood Christie Friend of Barbie 24557, Barbie 
Cut 'n Style 56891, Charm Girls Christie B2788, Barbie Fashion Wardrobe 27788, Barbie Rain or Sun 29179. All dolls are 
Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus opened packaging (6) 

 £40 - £60 

2403. Mattel Barbie & Skipper dolls x 8: Barbie Hearts/Very Valentine 28360, Barbie Star de Cinema (Movie Star) 25466, 
Barbie Ballet Lessons 26774, Barbie Chic Corduroy Cool 24658, Barbie Riviera Teresa 26219, Teresa Movie Star 26429, 
Totally Yo-yo Skipper 22228, Teen Skipper Fashion Party 29938. All dolls are Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus 
packaging. (8) 

 £30 - £50 

2404. Mattel Barbie Dolls x 9: Barbie Tie-Dye 20504, Barbie Bead Blast 18888, Barbie Bead Blast with brunette hair 18891, 
Barbie Style 20768, Barbie Style 20766, Barbie Twirlin' Make-up Teresa 18423, Barbie Movin' Groovin' Teresa 17716, Barbie 
Happenin' Hair Teresa 22884, Special Edition Share a Smile Becky 15761. All dolls are Excellent, within Good to Good Plus 
opened packaging. (9) 

 £40 - £60 

2405. Mattel Barbie and Hasbro Sindy Dolls x 11: (1) Baywatch Ken stamped Mattel inc. 1969, China. (2) Talking Barbie 
stamped 1966 Mattel inc. China, wears green top and denim Barbie jeans, says "I can't wait to go dancing with Ken 
tonight - going to work is fun - saving money is not - I have a phone call", and more. (3) Barbie stamped Mattel inc. 1966 
Indonesia, wears 1999 Fashion Avenue orange outfit. (4) Barbie stamped 1993 Mattel inc. Malaysia, wears pink shorts and 
jacket. (5) Barbie stamped Mattel inc. 1966. Indonesia, wearing mauve dress, very long hair. (6) Barbie stamped Mattel inc. 
1966 Malaysia, wears pink dress and shoes. (7) Ocean Friends Barbie and Marina stamped Mattel inc. 1966 China. (8) Teresa 
stamped Mattel inc. 1993 China, wears 2001 Barbie outfit pink leather trousers, crack in neck. (9) Skipper stamped Mattel inc. 
1967, wearing bathing costume. (10) Twist & Twirl Sindy stamped Hasbro inc 1988, all contents but no box. (11) Party Letters 
Sindy stamped Hasbro inc. 1988, all contents but no box. All dolls are Fair to Good Plus and wire tied to card backs with no 
boxes. (11) 

 £30 - £50 

2406. Quantity of Barbie, Sindy and other outfits; includes: Barbie New Orleans white dress and hat with magazine, Barbie 
Boutique Fashion Avenue, Barbie Fashionistas, My Scene, Tommy Fashion Avenue. All Good to Good Plus, some with Fair 
packaging. Others are tied to card backs. Plus Disney Mouseketoys Golfer Mickey plush toy, with swing tag in ear, approx 
14"/36cm. (qty) 

 £10 - £20 

2407. Mattel My Scene Dolls x 7: (1) Super Bling Barbie j1038, with accessories, Excellent within Fair opened packaging. (2) 
Barbie B2230, wearing denim skirt and black top, with denim strapless dress and bikini outfits. Excellent, within Good Plus to 
Excellent packaging. (3) Barbie B2230, wearing cream leather trousers and red jacket, with brown leather skirt and cream boots 
outfit, Excellent, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging (4) Chelsea B2232, wearing red skirt and cream top, with floral dress 
and bikini, Excellent within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (5) Chelsea b2232, in denim skirt and fur style jacket, with brown 
leather skirt and red top. Excellent, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (6) Madison B2231, Excellent, within Good Plus to 
Excellent packaging. (7) Westley B2231, Excellent, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (7) 

 £60 - £80 
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2408. Ever After High Dolls x 4: (1) Ever After Rebel Raven Queen Daughter of the Evil Queen, Excellent to Near Mint, within 
Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (2) Ever After Rebel Cerise Hood Daughter of Red Riding Hood, Excellent to Near Mint, 
within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (3) Ever After Royal Briar Beauty Daughter of Sleeping Beauty, Excellent to Near 
Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (4) Ever After Royal Apple White Daughter of Snow White, Near Mint, within 
Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (4) 

 £30 - £50 

2409. Collection of toys including Furbys, etc: Tiger Furby Tart Tangerine Generation 6 1998, with plastic side tag and swing 
label, Good to Good Plus, missing box, untested. Tiger Furby Color Change Generation 6 1998, with plastic side tag and swing 
label, Good to Good Plus, missing box, untested. Mr. Wonderful Talking Doll 16 Phrase Interactive Perfect Husband, Good, 
Missing box, 12"/31cm. Red 5 programmable motion robot, with power supply, Good, unboxed, missing remote control. Plus an 
assortment of various sized plush soft toys including panda, tiger, bears, etc. some interactive. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2410. Armand Marseille bisque antique doll, German, c1900-38, impressed 390 A 2 M, blue weighted eyes (require 
resetting), open mouth, dark blonde wig, wood and composition ball jointed body, requires restringing, missing middle finger on 
left hand and index and little finger on right hand. 19"/48cm 

 £20 - £30 

2411. Pair of Charlie Bears: (1) Lacey teddy bear, CB124905, 2012-2013, LE 600, designed for the 2012 Collectors Club by 
Isabelle Lee, brown with black tip and grey long pile plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint, 16"/41cm. (2) Mulberry teddy 
bear, CB 625109, 2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark plum with grey and brown tip long pile plush, Near Mint to Mint, 
18"/46cm. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2412. Charlie Bears Duncan panda bear, CB625102, 2012-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee, bluey violet and lilac 
plush, swing labels, with bag, Near Mint, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2413. Charlie Bears Violet panda bear, CB631407, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 1354/2000, 2013, violet and white plush, 
swing label certificate, with bag, Near Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2414. Charlie Bears x 3: (1) Dibley teddy bear, CB131296, 2013-2015, LE 2900, designed by Heather Lyell, shades of brown 
plush, with swing labels, 15"/38cm; (2) Iggy panda bear, CB 621318, 2012-2016, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and 
white plush, with swing labels, 16"/41cm; (3) Charlie Bears Tess teddy bear, CB114791, 2011-2014, LE 2700, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, grey with light grey tip plush, with swing labels, 12.5"/32cm; complete with bags, Excellent Plus to Near Mint (3) 

 £50 - £70 

2415. Pair of Charlie Bears: (1) Pattercake teddy bear, CB135011, 2013 - 2014, LE 3500, designed by Heather Lyell, grey 
plush with black tip, swing labels, with bag, Excellent, 18"/46cm. (2) Xena, CB114790, designed by Isabelle Lee, black and 
white plush panda bear, metal bell on rope chain, sewn in tag, swing label (faded), with bag, Good Plus, 16"/41cm. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2416. Charlie Bears Whoopsie Daisy panda bear, CB124901, 2012-2014, LE 2200, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and 
blonde with dark brown tip long pile plush, with swing labels (faded), Excellent, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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2417. Charlie Bears Porridge, QVC exclusive, Plumo teddy bear, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the 
detail on his face and ears is mohair), designed by Isabelle Lee, part of a Four Seasons Set- this bear is "Winter", LE 
1319/4000, CB125091, beige plush and cream mohair, with swing label certificate (faded), Excellent Plus, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £50 

2418. Charlie Bears Helen Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part alpaca and part plush- the detail on her face 
and ears is alpaca), CB131385, LE 3000, 2013-2015, designed by Isabelle Lee, leopard plush, with swing labels (slight fading), 
with bag, Excellent Plus, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £50 

2419. Charlie Bears Celeste teddy bear, CB 125000, LE 1200, 2012 - 2013, from the Secret Collection, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, white with light blue tip long pile plush, with swing labels (faded), Excellent Plus, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2420. Pair of Charlie Bears: (1) Charlie Bears Pansy teddy bear, CB 631297A, from the QVC Secret Garden Collection, by 
Heather Lyell, purple with white and red tip plush, swing labels, Excellent to Near Mint, 15"/38cm; (2) Charlie Bears Sugarplum 
QVC exclusive Christmas panda bear, CB 121331, 2012-2015, LE 800, designed by Isabelle Lee, pink with peach tip and 
raspberry with peach tip plush, with swing label (faded) , Excellent Plus, 16"/41cm. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2421. Charlie Bears Roxie red panda, CB 141475, 2014, LE 4100, white, brown and cinnamon plush, swing labels, with bag, 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 17.5"/44cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2422. Pair of Charlie Bears: (1) Parsnip QVC Exclusive teddy bear, CB614987, 2011 - 2014, LE 1300, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, pale yellow with orange tip plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Excellent to Near Mint, 10"/26cm. (2) Poppet teddy bear, 
QVC exclusive, CB131389, 2013-2015, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, super-soft grey plush, complete with swing label 
(faded), with bag,13.5"/34cm, Excellent Plus to Near Mint. (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2423. Pair of Charlie Bears Cats: (1) Alley cat, CB 141490, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, black and white long 
pile plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus, 16"/40cm. (2) Tiggs cat, CB 141471, marmalade tabby and white long pile plush, 
with swing label (corner creased), Excellent Plus, 15"/38cm. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2424. Charlie Bears Acre bunny rabbit, CB 150004O, 2015, LE 2350, designed by Heather Lyell, white with cinnamon and 
dark brown tip, with swing labels (corner bent slightly), 16"/41cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £20 - £30 

2425. Quantity of Anne Geddes soft dolls, including rabbit, bumblebee, butterflies, ladybird, tiger, bear, soft plush and bean 
filled, all dolls are Near Mint, within Good to Excellent packaging. Plus Anne Geddes Down in the Garden book. (10) 

 £10 - £30 

2426. Quantity of Anne Geddes soft dolls, including rabbit, bumblebee, butterflies, tiger, bear, soft plush and bean filled, all 
dolls are Near Mint, within Good to Excellent packaging. (8) 

 £10 - £30 

2427. Charlie Bears bags x 7, with CB's Ode of the Bruin leaflet, bags measure 17"/43cm x 15.5"/39cm, leaflets are creased 
and folded. Good to Good Plus. (7) 

 £5 - £10 
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2428. Steiff Harrods Rosalia Musical Bear 2004, white tag 661655, LE 44/1500, light blonde, plays "O Sole Mio", complete 
with Venetian Mask, tag, plus box and outer trade carton, missing certificate, Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus to 
Excellent box (slight odour due to storage), 12"/30cm. 

 £50 - £60 

2429. Steiff British Collector's 2004 caramel mohair teddy bear, white tag 661372, LE 4000, exclusive to the UK, chest tag, 
certificate, Excellent to Near Mint within Near Mint Box, with trade carton (slight odour due to storage), 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2430. Steiff Harrods Musical Opera teddy bear, white tag 653131, Limited Edition of 26/2000 pieces exclusive for Harrods, 
white mohair, wearing black velvet cape lined with cream silk, plays Andrew Lloyd Webber's "All I Ask of You", chest tag, swing 
label and scroll certificate, signed on the foot pad by JR Junginger, Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent box, outer 
trade carton (torn and slight odour due to storage), 16.5"/42cm. 

 £50 - £70 

2431. Roddy hard plastic vintage baby doll, British, 1950s, weighted brown eyes, open/closed mouth, moulded hair, five 
piece curved limb body, tilt "mama" voice box (inoperative), wearing original Rayon and tulle dress, matching bonnet, nylon 
knickers, socks and leatherette bootees, missing lashes on right eye, otherwise Excellent, clothing a little dusty/discoloured 
otherwise Good. 21"/53cm 

 £10 - £20 

2432. Quantity of Wade Whimsies and others, including: dogs, woodland, safari and sea animals some with damage, Fair to 
Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

2433. Steiff Dicky Bear replica 1930, white tag 0172/32, LE 20000, dark blonde mohair teddy bear with airbrushed features, 
complete with button and cloth tag, mohair is thinning to rear of the bear, with Steiff paper bag, Good, 12"/32cm 

 £15 - £25 

2434. Steiff white muzzle bear replica 1908, white tag 406126 (0174-35), LE 6000, white mohair, certificate, front stitching 
seam loose (but still intact), Good, within Fair box, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2435. Collection of modern issue teddy bears, plush toys etc: Teddies from Bearyland Jontwo artist designed teddy bear by 
Tracey Fisher, LE 3/10, cream sparse thread mohair, swing label certificate, 13"/33cm; Netties Teddie, blonde mohair artist 
designed teddy bear, 15"/38cm; House of Nisbet cream plush teddy bear, 9.5"/24cm; Liberty of London golden plush beanie 
bear with swing label, 10"/26cm; small quantity of Build-a-Bear clothing; collection Guess How Much I love You/Nut Brown Hare 
books, bookmarks and soft toys; wooden rabbit containing smaller wooden animals; pull-along mouse wooden drummer toy; 
Toy Story talking Woody character; Storytime The 1981 Carol Lawson  Plate, LE first firing; plus an assortment of other various 
sized soft toys and teddy bears, all within Fair to Excellent packaging; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2436. Pedigree early 1960s vintage dolls x 3, and others: Pedigree Sindy, auburn hair, straight leg, wearing original 
Weekenders; Pedigree patch blonde hair, wearing dungarees; Pedigree Paul, moulded hair, wearing original clothing; plus a 
small quantity of Pedigree clothing; Good to Excellent. Together with composition baby doll; Roddy hard plastic Welsh costume 
doll; Muller Trachtenpuppen - Schuetz (Austria) national costume, box, Fair to Excellent. (qty) 

 £60 - £100 
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2437. Collection of toys: Tara Toys Barbie Figurine Stampers, Good to Excellent, within Fair to Good packaging. Walking & 
Singing Susan battery operated hard plastic doll, brunette hair, original clothes and shoes, untested, 21"/53cm, Good to Good 
Plus, within Good packaging. IMCO Deluxe kitchen counter, battery operated, with instructions and accessories unchecked for 
completeness, untested, Good Plus within Good Plus opened packaging. Simba Steffi Love Miss Hair-Clip doll, with 
accessories, Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair to Good packaging. Super Laser Gun x 2, battery operated, untested, Excellent, 
within Good packaging. (6). 

 £30 - £50 

2438. Mattel Barbie dolls x 4: (1) Barbie as Sandy from Grease #C4773, in yellow dress, Near Mint, with Good Plus to 
Excellent packaging. (2) Barbie as Sandy from Grease #B2510, in black outfit, Near Mint, within Good to Good Plus packaging. 
(3) Barbie Hollywood Movie Star Collection Publicity Tour #27685, Near Mint, within Fair packaging. (4) Barbie Fashion Savvy 
Collection Uptown Chic # 19632, Near Mint, with Good to Good Plus packaging. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2439. Mattel Barbie Coca-Cola dolls x 4; (1) Barbie Coca-Cola "Soda Fountain" #24637. (2) & (3) 2 x Barbie Coca-Cola "Car 
Hop" # 22831. (4) Summer Daydreams Coca-Cola Fashion Classic Series, Third in a series. #19739. All Excellent to Near Mint, 
with Good to Excellent packaging.(4) 

 £40 - £60 

2440. Mattel Barbie Collector Edition Gift Sets x 3: (1) Barbie Loves Elvis #17450, Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent 
packaging. (2) Barbie Loves Frankie Sinatra # 22953, Near Mint, with Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (3) Barbie & Ken Star 
Trek 30th Anniversary #15006, Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair (split in plastic) packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2441. Mattel Barbie City Seasons Collectors Edition Dolls x 3: (1) 1998 Winter Collection, Winter in New York #19429. (2) 
1999 Autumn Collection, Autumn in London #22257. (3) 1999 Summer Collection, Summer in Rome #19431. All Excellent to 
Near Mint, within Fair to Good Plus packaging (3) 

 £50 - £70 

2442. Mattel Barbie Collectors Edition Dolls x 3: (1) Barbie as That Girl #56705. (2) Barbie The Tale of Peter Rabbit # 19360. 
(3) New York Yankees Barbie #23881. All are Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2443. Mattel Paramount Pictures Audrey Hepburn Collection, Audrey Hepburn as Holly Golightly in Breakfast at Tiffany's 
#20355, Near Mint, within Excellent packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

2444. Mattel Barbie Collectors Edition dolls x 3: (1) Hollywood Legends Collection Barbie as Marilyn in The Seven Year Itch 
#17155. (2) Collectors Edition I Love Lucy Lucille Ball Episode 30:  "Lucy Does a TV Commercial" #17645. (3) Great Fashions 
of the 20th Century Nifty 50's #27675. All Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair to Good Plus packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2445. Mattel Limited Edition Barbie Dolls x 4: (1) Barbie 35th Anniversary, original 1959 Barbie Doll and Package, Special 
Edition Reproduction #11590. (2) Cool Collecting Barbie, First in a Series #25525. (3) Limited Edition Reproduction Original 
1960 Fashion and Doll, Busy Gal Barbie #13675. (4) Limited Edition Fashion and Doll Reproduction, Poodle Parade Barbie 
#15280. All Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

2446. Mattel Barbie Dolls x 3: (1) Hollywood Legends Collection Special Edition Barbie as Maria in The Sound of Music 
#13676. (2) Collector Edition Western Chic #55487. (3) Collector Edition First in a Series, Grand Ole Opry Collection, Country 
Rose Barbie #17782. All Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair to Good Plus packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £60 
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2447. Mattel Harley-Davidson Motor Cycles Barbie Collector Edition x 3: (1) Ken #25638. (2) Barbie # 25637. (3) Barbie 
#29208. All Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2448. Mattel Harley-Davidson Motor Cycles Barbie Dolls x 3: (1) Limited Edition Barbie # 17692. (2) Collector Edition Ken 
#22255. (3) Collector Edition Barbie #22256. All Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging. Plus (4) 
Hallmark Keepsake Harley-Davidson Barbie ornament. Excellent within Excellent packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2449. Mattel Barbie (including some vintage leaflets) and a Knickerbocker Annie doll: (1) Mattel Collectors Request Limited 
Edition 1959 Doll and Fashion Reproduction Commuter Set Barbie #21510, Excellent to Near Mint, within Good Plus to 
Excellent packaging. (2) Vintage Japanese Barbie, Ken & Skipper booklet catalogue 1960s. Good Plus. (3) Barbie catalogue 
from Swedish company Brio, 1963, Good Plus. (4) Knickerbocker The World of Annie, Annie doll, with locket. Good Plus to 
Excellent, within Good Plus packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2450. Bikin Express Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs fully jointed dolls x 10, includes Snow White, The Queen, The Witch 
and all seven dwarfs. Snow White, The Queen and The Witch measure 11.5"/29cm, and The Dwarfs are 6.5"/17cm. All Good 
Plus to Excellent, within Good to Good Plus packaging. Burger King / Coca-Cola Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs collector 
series plastic drinking tumbler, Good Plus to Excellent, in original Good Plus packaging. (11) 

 £30 - £50 

2451. Steiff Teddy Bears, etc: (1) Steiff cosy Teddy Bear, yellow tag 022791, golden and white, missing chest tag, reddish 
mark on left leg, 12"/30cm. (2) Steiff black mohair bear, yellow tag 662348, 3"/8cm. (3) Merrythought mouse, grey and cream 
velveteen unjointed body, with felt applied eyes, tongue and disc nose, yellow label, 10"/25cm. (4) Laura Grant Originals "Wellie 
Gang" in farmer/country style outfit, with Wellingtons, wax jacket, hat and scarf, 8"/20cm. (5) World of Miniature Bears, with 
neck tag, light brown mohair, felt pads, 5"/13cm. (6) Jemima Puddle Duck, with scarf and bonnet, hand made, 8"/20cm. Plus 
small panda, leatherette pads, 2.5"/6cm. All Good to Good Plus. (7) 

 £20 - £30 

2452. Merrythought Cheeky vintage teddy bear, British, late 1950s to early 1960s, golden silk plush, white Regd Design label 
to left foot, amber and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose and cheeky grin, felt paw pads, brushed cotton foot pads, 
black claw stitching, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 11"/29cm. 

 £80 - £100 

2453. Richard Lang and Son soft toys x 7: includes "Warren" rabbit, cream, jointed at hips, posable ears, with neckerchief, 
12"/31cm; "Barnett" bear, grey, brown and black plastic eyes, with green jumper, 13"/33cm; "Glencoe" Scotland bear, jointed at 
arms and hips, wearing blue jumper, 10"/26cm; small grey teddy bear with brown and black plastic eyes wearing fur style coat 
and scarf, jointed at arms and hips, 9"/23cm; small fully jointed black plush bear, brown stitched eyes, vertical stitched nose, 
grey felt paw pads with brown claw stitching, 5.5"/14cm; 2 x small plush bunnies, dark brown and light brown, with ribbon bows. 
All Good to Good Plus (7) 

 £5 - £10 

2454. Quantity of assorted modern issue soft toys, including bunnies, teddies, hedgehogs, owls, etc plus Dora Designs cat 
door stop with label, various sizes All Fair to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

2455. Quantity of assorted modern issue soft toys, including bunnies, teddies, hedgehogs, penguins, etc plus Dora Designs 
cat door stop with label, various sizes All Fair to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £5 - £10 
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2456. Quantity of assorted modern issue soft toys, including House of Fraser bears, bunnies, teddies, hedgehogs, etc plus 
Dora Designs hedgehog door stop with label, various sizes All Good to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

2457. Hamiro 1950s teddy bear, Czech Republic, blonde wool plush, clear and black glass eyes, inset muzzle with open felt 
lined mouth, vertically stitched nose, felt paw pads with airbrushed features, fully jointed, inoperative press squeaker, shedding 
to some areas, 8"/20cm, Good to Good Plus. Atlas Editions Teddy Bear Heritage Collection plush bears x 10, various designs 
and sizes, all fully jointed. Good to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2458. Modern issue automotive marketing soft plush toys, include Bentley, Jaguar, Ferrari and Peugeot, various sizes. Good 
to Good Plus. (5) 

 £5 - £10 

2459. Collection of plush toys: Augusta du Bay Peter Rabbit 100 Years plush soft toy, 100 year celebration button on left leg, 
slightly dusty coat, Good to Good Plus, within Fair packaging, 16"/41cm. Eden Toys The Beatrix Potter Collection The World of 
Peter Rabbit Peter Rabbit plush soft toy, swing labels, slightly dusty coat, Good to Good Plus, 13"/33cm. Eden Toys Benjamin 
Bunny plush rabbit wearing jacket and beret hat with handkerchief, missing swing labels, Good, 10"/25cm. Eden Toys Tom 
Kitten plush, with straw hat, clothing is discoloured, Fair to Good, 9"/23cm. Plus a Dora Designs hedgehog weighted plush door 
stop, Good Plus to Excellent, 10.5"/27cm. (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

2460. Charlie Bears Fizzy Whizz teddy bear, CB 140038, designed by Heather Lyell, maroon / grey / black long pile 
variegated plush, with swing label (slight bend), ex-shop stock, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2461. Charlie Bears William V Plumo teddy bear, ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his 
face and ears is mohair), CB124953A, LE 1553/4000, 2012-2013, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown with golden tip plush and 
beige with golden tip mohair, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate, ex-shop stock, 19.5"/50cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2462. Pair of Charlie Bears teddy bears: (1) Morgan CB 094335, 2009, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 1200, beige with brown 
tip long pile mohair, 15.5"/40cm; (2) Charlie Bears Edmund teddy bear, CB 181007, 2008-2009, LE 1500, designed by Heather 
Lyell and Charlie, with magnets in his paws and a tilt growler, brown plush, 18"/45.5cm; with swing labels, Near Mint to Mint; 
ex-shop stock (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2463. Charlie Bears Emil teddy bear, CB 161629, 2016, designed by Isabelle Lee, black, brown and grey long pile variegated 
plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2464. Charlie Bears Charlie 2013 Year Bear Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on 
his face and ears is mohair), LE 4000, CB 131376, Hug No 5, dark grey and beige with brown and cream flecked tipping plush 
and light brown mohair, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2465. Charlie Bears Charlie 2013 Year Bear Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on 
his face and ears is mohair), LE 4000, CB 131376, Hug No 5, dark grey and beige with brown and cream flecked tipping plush 
and light brown mohair, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock, 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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2466. Charlie Bears 2010 Year Bear, Hug No 2, CB 104041, Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and 
part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), beige plush and mohair, with swing label certificates, Near Mint to Mint, 
ex-shop stock, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2467. Pair of Charlie Bears teddy bears: (1) Charlie Bears, Charlie 2012 Year Bear, Hug No.4, CB 124921, Limited Edition of 
6000, Plumo Bear designed by Isabelle Lee, grey with lighter tip plush and grey inset mohair face, suedette to pads, Near Mint 
to Mint, ex shop stock, 16"/41cm; (2) Charlie Bears Yarris teddy bear, CB 131327, 2013-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, cream and pale brown plush, wearing braided lace and cord collar with bell, missing swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint, ex-shop stock, 19"/48cm. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

2468. Pair of Charlie Bear teddy bears: (1) Otto teddy bear, CB 131299, 2013, designed by Heather Lyell, tiger plush, 
20"/51cm; (2) Yarris teddy bear, CB 131327, 2013-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and pale brown plush, 
wearing braided lace and cord collar with bell, 19"/48cm; both missing swing labels; Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex-shop stock 
(2) 

 £30 - £40 

2469. Charlie Bears pair of bears: (1) Yarris teddy bear, CB 131327, 2013-2015, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream 
and pale brown plush, wearing braided lace and cord collar with bell, missing swing label, 19"/48cm. (2) Blizzard polar bear, CB 
131313, 2013, LE 2400, cream plush, with swing labels, 16"/41cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex-shop stock  (2). 

 £30 - £40 

2470. Charlie Bears Scribbles 2010 Signing Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the 
detail on his face and ears is mohair), designed by Isabelle Lee, CB 104670, golden plush and mohair, with swing label 
(SIGNED BY CHARLIE) round label slightly faded, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2471. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Ella, CB 194342, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2009-2013, LE 1434, light brown 
peppered with dark brown plush, small hole to right foot felt pad, with swing label (slightly discoloured), Good Plus 14"/36cm; (2) 
Harley, CB 094076B, designed by Maria Collins, golden sparse plush, with swing labels, 11.5"/29cm, Near Mint to Mint, 
ex-shop stock. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

2472. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) My First Charlie Bear, MFCB14LMG, 2013, Meadow Green, 13"/33cm; (2) 
Harley, CB 094076B, designed by Maria Collins, golden sparse plush, 11.5"/29cm; with swing labels (My First Bear label has a 
small crease), Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock 

 £20 - £30 

2473. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Charlie Bears Scribbles 2010 Signing Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this 
bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), designed by Isabelle Lee, CB 104670, golden 
plush and mohair, with swing label (SIGNED BY CHARLIE), carry bag, 17"/43cm; (2) My First Charlie Bear, MFCB14SMG, 
2013, 8"/20cm; with swing labels (My First Bear label creased), Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2474. Charlie Bears pair: My First Charlie Bear Soft Putty, MFCB14LSP, 2013, 13"/33cm; Charlie Bears Bertrum, 
CBKDS10BEA, door stop, 7"/18cm; with swing labels (Bertrum label creased and discoloured, first bear label slightly bent 
corner). Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex-shop stock. (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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2475. Mel and Steff (Australia) handmade cotton cloth soft dolls x 6; made exclusively for Charlie Bears Limited in the UK; 
includes Melissa golly doll, 2 x Stephanie dolls and 3 x Steve dolls, dressed in denim dungarees, check shirts and polka dot 
dresses. All are Excellent Plus to Near Mint with Mel and Steff swing tags, height 18"/46cm, ex-shop stock. (6) 

 £70 - £90 

2476. Quantity of Charlie Bears books, cards, post cards, calendars etc, includes: Charlie Bears book Love, Dreams and 
Bears first edition x 2; 2014 (7) & 2016 (1) calendars, 3 x collection of 12 post cards packs, 4 x sets of Christmas cards (6 in 
each), 5 x sets of greetings cards (6 in each), 43 x individual greetings cards of various designs, 50 x book marks; all Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint, ex-shop stock. (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

2477. Charlie Bears Spindle Rocking Chair, painted white wood rocking chair, Charlie Bears logo to back of chair, in original 
box, Excellent to Excellent Plus, ex-shop stock, 19"/49cm high. 

 £30 - £40 

2478. Charlie Bears Park Bench white wooden seat suitable for teddy bears, CB 13PBB, LE 500, 2013-2015, pre-assembled, 
with original box, has some small marks to the front. Good to Good Plus, ex-shop stock, 24" x 22" x 16" (60cm x 28cm x 40cm). 

 £30 - £40 

2479. Kaycee Bears Whisper rabbit, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 23/30, white plush with black tip, with swing 
label certificate, Near Mint to Mint 21"/54cm, ex-shop stock. 

 £30 - £50 

2480. Kaycee Bears Cream Tea bunny, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 33/75, cream plush, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint 12"/31cm. Ex-shop stock. 

 £20 - £30 

2481. Pair of Kaycee Bear bunnies: (1) Cream Tea bunny, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 69/75, cream plush, 
12"/31cm; (2) Icicle bunny, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 16/50, grey and white plush, 12"/31cm; with swing label 
certificates (icicle certificate is creased), both Excellent Plus to Near Mint. Ex-shop stock. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2482. Kaycee Bears Manhattan artist designed teddy bear by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 6/100, grey plush with white / beige 
tip, with swing label certificate, signed Manhattan on the left foot pad, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 16"/41cm. Ex-shop stock 

 £20 - £30 

2483. Kaycee Bears Maxmillion, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, brown long pile plush, with swing tag, Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint, 18"/46cm. Ex-shop stock. 

 £20 - £30 

2484. Kaycee Bears artist design by Kelsey Cunningham x 3: (1) Simkin panda, LE 36/100, white and brown mohair, 
18"/46cm; (2) Starlight panda, LE 29/75, white and black with white tip plush, 15"/38cm; (3) Little Cracker teddy bear, LE 
59/200, brown and grey plush, 13"/33cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint. Ex-shop stock. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2485. Kaycee Bears artist design by Kelsey Cunningham x 3: (1) London teddy bear, brown plush, 15"/38cm; (2) Sunny 
teddy bear, from the beach babes collection, pale yellow plush, 10"/26cm; (3) Breeze teddy bear, from the beach babes 
collection, pale green plush, 10"/26cm; with swing labels (London label is creased), Excellent to Near Mint. Ex-shop stock 

 £30 - £50 
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2486. Kaycee Bears Mr Kaycee original design / first issue, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, brown plush, with bell 
around his neck, with swing label, 15"/38cm; Excellent to Near Mint.  Ex-shop stock. 

 £20 - £30 

2487. Kaycee Bears artist design by Kelsey Cunningham x 3: (1) Harvey teddy bear, LE 67/100, cream mohair with dark tips, 
with heart necklace, 15"/38cm; (2) Parsley bunny rabbit, LE 58/150, cream plush with beige tips, 12"/31cm; (3) Herbert 
hedgehog, LE 29/50, dark brown and beige plush, 12"/31cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint. Ex-shop 
stock. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

2488. Kaycee Bears artist design by Kelsey Cunningham x 3: (1) Harvey teddy bear, LE 18/100, cream mohair with dark tips, 
with heart necklace, 15"/38cm; (2) Little Cracker teddy bear, LE 56/200, brown and grey plush, 13"/33cm; (3) Starlight panda, 
LE 21/75, white and black with white tip plush, with star necklace, 15"/38cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint. Ex-shop stock. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2489. Kaycee Bears Barnabee the bumblebee bear, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 26/40, grey tipped with white 
plush with cream body and head and black wings and antennae, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
ex-shop stock. 14"/35cm 

 £20 - £30 

2490. Kaycee Bears artist design by Kelsey Cunningham x 3: (1) Magnum 2010 Year Bear, the first Kaycee Bears Year Bear, 
dark brown plush, with white muzzle and eyebrows, 17"/43cm; (2) Parsley bunny rabbit, LE 61/150, cream plush with beige tips, 
12"/31cm; (3) Cream Tea bunny,  LE 53/75, cream plush, 12"/31cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint. 
Ex  shop stock. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2491. Kaycee Bears Skye, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 12/35, blue mohair, with blue bow, with swing label 
certificate, Excellent to Near Mint, ex shop stock, 15"/38cm. 

 £20 - £30 

2492. Kaycee Bears Starlight panda, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 6/75, white and black with white tip plush, with 
star necklace, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex shop stock, 15"/38cm. 

 £20 - £30 

2493. Pair of Kaycee Bears artist designed teddy bears by Kelsey Cunningham: (1) Kaycee Bears Manhattan, LE 32/100, 
grey plush with white / beige tip, signed Manhattan x on the left foot pad, 16"/41cm; (2) Mr Kaycee original design / first issue, 
brown plush, with bell around his neck, 15"/38cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent to Near Mint,  ex shop stock, (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2494. Kaycee Bears Harvey teddy bear, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 70/100, cream mohair with dark tips, with 
heart necklace, swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex shop stock, 15"/38cm. 

 £20 - £30 

2495. Kaycee Bears artist design by Kelsey Cunningham x 3: (1) Starlight panda, LE 18/75, white and black with white tip 
plush, with star necklace, 15"/38cm; (2) Cream Tea bunny,  LE 34/75, cream plush, 12"/31cm; (3) Pip cat, black plush, with 
pink bow, 12"/30cm, with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex shop stock. (3) 

 £40 - £60 
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2496. Pair of Kaycee Bears artist designed teddy bears by Kelsey Cunningham: (1) Lola panda teddy bear, LE 84/200, black 
and gold plush, with pink bow, 15"/38cm; (2) Little Cracker teddy bear, LE 61/200, brown and grey plush, 13"/33cm; with swing 
label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex shop stock. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2497. Kaycee Bears Little Cracker teddy bear, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 57/200, brown and grey plush, 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex shop stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £20 - £30 

2498. Kaycee Bears artist design by Kelsey Cunningham x 3: (1) Manhattan, LE 19/100, grey plush with white / beige tip, 
signed Manhattan x on the left foot pad, 16"/41cm; (2) Starlight panda, LE 15/75, white and black with white tip plush, with star 
necklace, 15"/38cm; (3) Little Cracker teddy bear, LE 60/200, brown and grey plush, 13"/33cm; with swing label certificates 
(Manhattan label creased), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex shop stock. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2499. Pair of Kaycee Bears artist designed teddy bears by Kelsey Cunningham: (1) Starlight panda, LE 36/75, white and 
black with white tip plush, with star necklace, 15"/38cm; (2) Maxmillion teddy bear, brown long pile plush, 18"/46cm; with swing 
tag certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex shop stock. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2500. Pair of Kaycee Bears artist designed teddy bears by Kelsey Cunningham: (1) Pip cat, black plush, with pink bow, 
12"/30cm; (2) Starlight panda, LE 30/75, white and black with white tip plush, with star necklace, 15"/38cm; with swing label 
certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex shop stock. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2501. Pair of Kaycee Bears artist designed teddy bears by Kelsey Cunningham: (1) Starlight panda, LE 4/75, white and black 
with white tip plush, with star necklace, 15"/38cm; (2) Breeze teddy bear, from the Beach Babes Collection, pale green plush, 
10"/26cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex shop stock. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2502. Pair of Kaycee Bears artist designed teddy bears by Kelsey Cunningham: (1) Little Cracker teddy bear, LE 58/200, 
brown and grey plush, 13"/33cm; (2) Cream Tea bunny,  LE 71/75, cream plush, 12"/31cm; with swing label certificates, 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex shop stock. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2503. Pair of Kaycee Bears artist designed teddy bears by Kelsey Cunningham: (1) Starlight panda, LE 68/75, white and 
black with white tip plush, with star necklace, 15"/38cm; (2) Parsley bunny rabbit, LE 63/150, cream plush with beige tips, 
12"/31cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex shop stock. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2504. Pair of Kaycee Bears artist designed teddy bears by Kelsey Cunningham: (1) Starlight panda, LE 5/75, white and black 
with white tip plush, with star necklace, 15"/38cm; (2) Harvey teddy bear, LE 69/100, cream mohair with dark tips, with heart 
necklace, 15"/38cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex shop stock. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2505. Merrythought Tartan Cheeky large teddy bear, LE 15/25, green with black tip plush, grey and black plastic eyes, black 
vertically stitched nose (with red top stitching), bells within his ears, white velveteen inset muzzle, fully jointed, tartan pads, red 
claw stitching, wearing tartan bow tie, with swing label certificate, Mint, ex-shop stock, 26"/66cm. 

 £60 - £80 
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2506. Merrythought Alpha Farnell replica large teddy bear, LE 19/100, black mohair, black plastic eyes, grey vertically 
stitched hook nose, fully jointed, leatherette pads, tilt growler, mohair is thinning to top of left leg, also small patch thinned to 
knee region of left leg, otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 32"/81cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2507. Merrythought Punkie Rocky Road punkinhead teddy bear, LE 28/60, pink and light brown mohair, dark brown mohair 
top knot, amber and black plastic eyes, brown vertically stitched nose, beige felt inset muzzle, fully jointed, felt pads, brown 
velveteen feet, wearing lace bow tie, with swing label certificate, Mint, ex-shop stock, 26"/66cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2508. Merrythought Cheeky goes to Russia teddy bear, LE 41/100, white mohair, amber and black plastic eyes, brown 
vertically stitched nose, bells within his ears, golden velveteen inset muzzle, fully jointed, felt pads, brown claw stitching, 
wearing golden velveteen jacket edged in blonde with brown tip plush, lined in golden sateen and matching fur Cossack-style 
hat, with swing label certificate, Mint, ex-shop stock, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2509. Merrythought Cheeky Punkie Surf's Up Punkinhead teddy bear, LE 37/80, pale blue and beige mohair, cream mohair 
top knot, pale blue and black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose and eyebrows, beige velveteen inset muzzle, fully 
jointed, felt pads, pink velveteen feet (slight fading), wearing cotton trousers (very slight green transfer from surf board), felt 
sandals, with swing label certificate, with surf board (discoloured), Excellent Plus, within Near Mint box, with trade carton, 
ex-shop stock, 8"/20cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2510. Merrythought Sailor panda bear Jack-in-the-box, black and white plush, wearing white felt sailor collar, in navy blue 
box, Mint, sealed within factory plastic, ex-shop stock, with trade carton, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2511. Merrythought Cheeky Punkie Purple Pants Punkinhead miniature teddy bear, LE 17/250, pale green and blonde 
sparse mohair, blonde mohair top knot, white and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose and cheeky grin, blonde 
ultrasuede inset muzzle, fully jointed, ultrasuede card lined feet, wearing purple ultrasuede trousers, with label certificate 
(affixed to base of box), Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, ex-shop stock, 3"/8cm. 

 £25 - £35 

2512. Merrythought Cheeky Punkie White Pants Punkinhead miniature teddy bear, LE 17/250, golden and blonde sparse 
mohair, blonde mohair top knot, white and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose and cheeky grin, blonde ultrasuede 
inset muzzle, fully jointed, ultrasuede card lined feet, wearing white ultrasuede trousers, with label certificate (affixed to base of 
box), Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, ex-shop stock, 3"/8cm. 

 £25 - £35 

2513. Merrythought Cheeky Punkie Green Pants Punkinhead miniature teddy bear, LE 13/250, pink and pale green sparse 
mohair, blonde mohair top knot, white and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose and cheeky grin, blonde ultrasuede 
inset muzzle, fully jointed, ultrasuede card lined feet, wearing green ultrasuede trousers, with label certificate (affixed to base of 
box), Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, ex-shop stock, 3"/8cm. 

 £25 - £35 

2514. Merrythought Cheeky Punkie White Pants Punkinhead miniature teddy bear, LE 20/250, golden and blonde sparse 
mohair, blonde mohair top knot, white and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose and cheeky grin, blonde ultrasuede 
inset muzzle, fully jointed, ultrasuede card lined feet, wearing white ultrasuede trousers, with label certificate (affixed to base of 
box), Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, ex-shop stock, 3"/8cm. 

 £25 - £35 
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2515. Merrythought The Early Years Cheeky Pastel Blue teddy bear, LE 68/100, from The Replica Collection, pale blue and 
black sparse mohair, brown and black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose and cheeky grin, white velveteen inset muzzle, 
fully jointed, cream felt pads, black claw stitching, swing label certificate, Mint within Near Mint to Mint box, ex-shop stock, 
8"/20cm. NB: this Cheeky is based in some of the original colours of the Cheeky bear. Original made in art silk we have 
upgraded this Cheeky to stunning pastel mohair. Originally designed by Jean Barber in the late 1950s they made their debut in 
the late 1957 catalogue. Completely hand made in Ironbridge and standing at a petite 8" each fully jointed bear will come in a 
replica 1930 presentation box adorned with a genuine archive swing ticket. 

 £30 - £40 

2516. Merrythought The Early Years Cheeky Pastel Pink teddy bear, LE 91/100, from The Replica Collection, pale pink and 
black sparse mohair, brown and black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose and cheeky grin, white velveteen inset muzzle, 
fully jointed, cream felt pads, black claw stitching, swing label certificate, Mint within Near Mint to Mint box, ex-shop stock, 
8"/20cm. NB: this Cheeky is based in some of the original colours of the Cheeky bear. Original made in art silk we have 
upgraded this Cheeky to stunning pastel mohair. Originally designed by Jean Barber in the late 1950s they made their debut in 
the late 1957 catalogue. Completely hand made in Ironbridge and standing at a petite 8" each fully jointed bear will come in a 
replica 1930 presentation box adorned with a genuine archive swing ticket. 

 £30 - £40 

2517. Steiff Camel on a Pin Cushion 1904 replica, white tag 420474, LE 43, complete with certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 
within Near Mint to Mint box, trade carton, ex-shop stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2518. The Dean's Rag Book Company Limited the First 100 Years pair of hardback books, by Neil Miller, Mint, ex-shop stock; 
(2). 

 £10 - £20 

2519. Dean's Rag Book Grubbe Artist Showcase designed bear, by Barbara Ann Cunningham, LE 69/120, pink with brown 
tip long pile mohair, with swing label certificate, Mint, ex-shop stock, within Mint box, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2520. Dean's Rag Book Black Bear, LE 94/500, 2004, black, golden and cream mohair, with swing label certificate, Mint, 
within Mint box, ex-shop stock, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2521. Dean's Rag Book Ming Reproduction of a 1949 Panda bear, LE 92/500, 2004, golden and black curly mohair, wearing 
leather collar, standing on all fours, unjointed, with swing label, certificate, box, outer trade carton, Mint, ex-shop stock, 9"/23cm 
tall and 14"/36cm long. NB: Ming first appeared in the 1949 Dean's catalogue. 

 £40 - £50 

2522. Dean's Rag Book Stretton Grandison teddy bear LE 1/25, red mohair and grey alpaca, with swing label certificate, Mint, 
ex-shop stop, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £50 

2523. Dean's Rag Book pair of teddy bears and a rabbit: (1) Runkel Rabbit, LE 2/30, brown alpaca, 9"/23cm; (2) Nimbus 
teddy bear, LE 24/40, white with light blue tip mohair, 13"/33cm; (3) Cocoa teddy bear, LE 11/35, brown mohair, 13"/33cm; each 
with swing label certificate, Mint, ex-shop stock, (3). 

 £50 - £70 

2524. Dean's Rag Book Father Christmas teddy bear, special for QVC, LE 1/29, golden mohair, wearing red velvet outfit 
trimmed with white mohair, with swing label certificate, Mint, ex-shop stock, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £50 
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2525. Dean's Rag Book collection of three teddy bears: (1) Joey, LE 4/60, pink mohair, 13"/33cm; (2) Aimee-Lou, LE 26/30, 
pink mohair, 14"/36cm; (3) Jack Too, LE 2/100, apricot mohair, 16"/40cm; each with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 
ex-shop stock; (3). 

 £50 - £70 

2526. Tillington Bears Pasha panda bear, artist designed by Tilly and Rafael Storr, OOAK, black and white silk mohair mix, 
black glass eyes, vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed, with double neck joint, also jointed at wrists, leather pads, with 
swing label certificate, partially operative tilt growler, otherwise Mint, ex-shop stock, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2527. Tillington Bears Cletus racoon, artist designed by Tilly and Rafael Storr, OOAK, shades of black, grey and cream 
mohair, black glass eyes, vertically stitched black nose, cream artificial silk muzzle, fully jointed, with double neck joint, leather 
pads, MISSING swing label certificate, otherwise Mint, ex-shop stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2528. Gylls Bears pair: (1) Candy teddy bear, artist designed by Gyll Smith, cream with apricot tip curly mohair, amber and 
black glass eyes, Fimo sculpted nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, felt pads, brown claw stitching, swing label certificate, 
18"/46cm; (2) Jasmine teddy bear, artist designed by Gyll Smith, beige mohair, black glass eyes, Fimo sculpted nose, fully 
jointed, felt pads, swing label certificate, 9"/23cm; Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2529. Katrin Muller (Germany) Bellini original artist designed teddy bear, LE 4/25, 2005, green with brown tip sparse curly 
mohair, black glass bead eyes, grey vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, wearing cream cotton with thin blue stripe cotton 
twill top, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, grey claw stitching, swing label certificate (creased in two), Near Mint, ex-shop stock, 
11.5"/29cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2530. Katrin Muller (Germany) Tamara original artist designed teddy bear, 2005, pink viscose plush, black glass bead eyes, 
black vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, golden plush crocheted cap, wearing green felt dress, black suede lace-up boots, 
fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, black claw stitching, swing label certificate (creased in two), Near Mint, ex-shop stock, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2531. Katrin Muller (Germany) Bello original artist designed teddy bear, LE 5/25, 2005, green with brown tip sparse curly 
mohair, black glass bead eyes, grey vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, wearing cream cotton with thin blue stripe cotton 
twill night cap with bell, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, grey claw stitching, swing label certificate (creased in two), Near Mint, 
ex-shop stock, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2532. Katrin Muller (Germany) Oleg original artist designed teddy bear, 2005, pink viscose plush, black glass bead eyes, 
black vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, golden plush crocheted cap, wearing green felt dungarees, black suede lace-up 
boots, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, black claw stitching, swing label certificate (creased in two), Near Mint, ex-shop stock, 
16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

2533. Hermann Teddy Original wrist watch x five, LE 1000, each with leather strap and certificate, untested, Mint, within 
Good to Good Plus boxes, ex-shop stock; (5). 

 £20 - £30 
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2534. Hermann Teddy Original Tom Thumb Augergine Daumeling Baby teddy bear, artist designed by Christine 
Steinbrenner, LE113/300, aubergine mohair, with swing label certificate (does not have certificate stating name), Excellent Plus, 
ex-shop stock, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2535. Pair of German limited edition teddy bears: (1) Hermann-Spielwaren Red Panda Miniature Edition, LE 1000, dark 
brown, golden and white mohair, MISSING swing label certificate, otherwise Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock, 10"/26cm; (2) 
Hermann Teddy Original Champagne, blonde mohair, LE 52/300, blonde short pile curly mohair, with swing label certificate, 
Mint, ex-shop stock,16"/41cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

2536. Steiff 1908 replica blue mohair teddy bear, white tag 403002, LE 1908, 2009, with chest tag and certificate, Mint, within 
Mint box, trade carton, ex-shop stock, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £60 

2537. Bing Classic Collection Austin replica 1908 teddy bear, LE 76/100, golden mohair, brown and black glass eyes, 
vertically stitched black nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, felt pads, black claw stitching, with gold plated Swarovski crystal 
teddy bear brooch to chest, swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock, 19"/48cm. 

 £50 - £70 

2538. Merrythought and Steiner collectables: (1) Merrythought Humpty Dumpty with internal jangle, red, cream, black and 
white velveteen, with swing label, 11"/28cm; (2) Steiner Valeri teddy bear, artist designed by Antje Zahl, LE 7/100, cream 
mohair, fully jointed, with swing label certificate, 13"/33cm; (3) Steiner Bonus Collection Hannibal elephant, LE 1000, light brown 
sateen and needle cord, unjointed, with swing label, 20"/51cm; Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

2539. Steiff Baby Hot Water Bottle Bear, white tag 667299, 2004, LE 3000, North American exclusive, brass mohair, centre 
seam, with swing label, certificate (bowed), within embroidered draw string bag, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock, 14"/36cm. 

 £60 - £80 

2540. Hermann Teddy Original Paula teddy bear, artist designed by Katrin Muller, LE 506/1000, brown sparse thread mohair, 
black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, pink canvas pads, black claw stitching, wearing 
rust woollen knitted jumper and bag, large brown leather lace-up boots, swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock, 
with Good carry bag (discoloured); 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2541. Collection of vintage dolls, including: composition baby doll, 18"/46cm; Uneeda vinyl with cloth body baby, 13"/33cm; 
no make vinyl doll, 15"/38cm; MIE vinyl, 15"/33cm; Play by Play Noddy cloth figure, 9"/23cm; Turtle celluloid baby, 13"/33cm; 
vinyl/cloth baby, 13"/33cm; Dean's Rag Book Betty Boots cloth doll, 10"/25cm; Roddy vinyl, 15"/38cm; composition baby doll, 
17"/43cm; Drei M (Germany) vinyl, 27"/69cm; Anne Geddes Baby Butterflies, with tag, 9"/32cm; Susser Engel (German sweet 
container); Angela Sutter vinyl baby doll, 16"/41cm; hard plastic doll (no maker), 18"/46cm; Melton vinyl doll, 10"/26cm; 
home-made rag doll, 20"/51cm; etc; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2542. Collection of vintage dolls, includes: Marie Lou rubber doll, 16"/41cm; Roddy hard plastic, 14"/36cm; Tiny Tears vinyl, 
15"/38cm; Jesmar vinyl, 12"/30cm; vinyl no name x two, 10"/25cm; vinyl no name, 11"/28cm; composition doll, 15"/38cm; Patsy 
Palitoy rubber baby, 15"/38cm; Bella SDGD (France) hard plastic doll, 12"/30cm; large disassembled celluloid (needs 
restringing); etc; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 
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2543. Collection of vintage dolls: Rosebud black hard plastic, 14.5"/37cm; black celluloid no name, 15"/38cm; pair of vinyl 
Kewpies, 7"/18cm and 7.5"/19cm; vinyl no name, 14"/36cm; vinyl no name, 15"/38cm; black composition baby, 11"/28cm; BND 
hard plastic, 12"/30cm; MIE hard plastic with vinyl body, 11"/28cm; composition, 18"/46cm; composition baby, 12"/30cm; 
modern bisque, 11"/28cm; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2544. Quantity of vintage dolls: Roddy hard plastic walker, 14"/36cm; Agrespoly hard plastic / vinyl, 17"/43cm; hard plastic 
baby no name, 22"/56cm; cloth homemade doll, 17"/43cm; modern small rocking horse, 7"/18cm; Agrespoly hard plastic baby 
doll, 8"/20cm; Tudor Rose hard plastic, 6"/15cm; Rosebud hard plastic baby, 6"/15cm; Lewis Galoob vinyl baby, 7"/18cm; Hong 
Kong plastic, 6"/15cm; composition doll's torso and arms; plus quantity of hand-knitted doll's clothing; etc; Poor to Good Plus; 
(qty). 

 £20 - £30 

2545. Collection of vintage dolls: Zapf vinyl baby doll, 10"/25cm; GTC Hong Kong hard plastic and vinyl, 11"/28cm; Rosebud 
black hard plastic, 22"/28cm; vinyl baby no make, 13"/33cm; Pedigree black hard plastic, 16"/41cm; Hong Kong plastic x three, 
5"/13cm - 4.25"/11cm; vinyl baby, 6"/15cm; vinyl clockwork- plays Brahm's lullaby, 17"/43cm; Roddy hard plastic, 13"/33cm; 
vinyl no make, 12"/30cm; Vinyl (China), 6"/15cm; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

2546. Collection of vintage dolls, including: Dee An Cee composition shoulder head doll, cloth body, composition lower arms, 
16"/41cm; vinyl face cloth doll, 12"/30cm; modern vinyl with cloth body, no maker, 12"/30cm; Hong Kong plastic vinyl nurse, 
14"/36cm; crawling baby, vinyl, battery operated, 11"/28cm; Hong Kong plastic vinyl, 17"/43cm; GTC hard plastic / vinyl, 
11"/28cm; modern black porcelain doll, with cloth body, 12"/30cm; Roddy hard plastic, 13"/33cm; Judith "the Mommy-to-be 
doll", with boy baby (missing leg), 11.5"/29cm; Brimtoy fairy, missing wand, clockwork (untested); composition with cloth body, 
12"/30cm; Chad Valley mouse, 15"/38cm; Tudor Rose, hard plastic, 6"/15cm; etc; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2547. Assorted vintage dolls: TM Toys wind-up Sleeping Fanny vinyl doll, plays Brahm's Lullaby, boxed, 8"/20cm; Mattel 
Baby Skates, 14"/36cm; Vicma Patoso vinyl doll, battery operated (untested), with swing label, 16"/41cm; Zapf baby, vinyl with 
cloth body, 17"/43cm; hard plastic boy, 12"/30cm; Rosebud hard plastic baby, 10"/26cm; Worzel Gummidge Aunt Sally vinyl 
and cloth doll, 11"/28cm; Ceppi Ratti Denise cloth doll with celluloid face, boxed, 14"/36cm; Rosebud hard plastic, 6"/15cm; HV 
vinyl doll, 13"/33cm; hard plastic no name, 8"/20cm; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

2548. Collection of doll's cots, chair and a pram: (1) doll's wooden cot, 6"/15cm tall x 17"/43cm long; (2) doll's wooden and 
hardboard cot, 14.5"/38cm x 18"46cm long; (3) Triang wooden and hardboard rocking cot, 15.5"/39cm tall x 21"/53cm; (4) 
wooden rocking horse, 12"/31cm tall; (5) wooden high chair, 29"/74cm tall; (6) modern doll's wicker pram, 30"/76cm tall; Fair 
Plus to Good Plus; (6). 

 £10 - £30 

2549. Female Mannequin, fibreglass, wooden and metal construction, jointed at shoulders and wrists, twist and turn waist, 
rubber hands (material has hardened and lost its nature), moulded stiletto shoes, finished in silver, some wear and tear, Good 
to Good Plus, mannequin mounts onto cast metal circular base with metal prong on sole of right foot, 70"/178cm tall. 

 £20 - £40 

2550. Modern composition rocking horse, finished in gold, inset glass eyes, moulded mane, real horse hair tail, ornate saddle 
and bridle, uses a heavy counterbalance weight to enable rocking motion, mounted upon cast iron stand, Good Plus to 
Excellent, 39.5"/100cm tall. NB: This item may require collection from sale room. 

 £30 - £50 
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2551. Robin Rive Countrylife Chic monkey, LE 16/100, 2004, black reclaimed opossum fur, black plastic eyes, with white disc 
backing, felt inset face, mohair chin, felt ears, hands and feet, jointed head, limbs have internal wire armature to facilitate 
posing, with swing label certificate, Mint, ex-shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2552. Robin Rive Countrylife Pandy Rose panda bear, LE 86/300. pink and black mohair, with swing label certificate, Mint, 
ex-shop stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2553. Merrythought Yes No Panda bear, LE 31/100, brown with dark brown tip and cream wavy mohair, fitted with 
Merrythought's exclusive Yes No mechanism, with swing label certificate, Mint, ex-shop stock, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

2554. Kaycee Bears Xavier large dragon, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, LE 8/30, black / orange / yellow / olive green 
variegated plush, golden moulded horns, yellow felt underwings, inner ears and dorsal fins, recumbent, Near Mint to Mint, with 
swing label certificate (slightly bent and discoloured), 47"/120cm (nose to tip of tail). 

 £180 - £220 

2555. Bearmore Bears Arty teddy bear, artist designed by Sonia Beynon, OOAK, green plush, black glass eyes, green, pale 
green and white vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, wearing tweed woollen pants and bow 
tie, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
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